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Sadat on peace: 
• "A new search for peace has begun, and everyone is now 
back to the starting point." 
• "It is always something that we grope for, and very rarely 
reach. Some pessimists go as tar to say that peace is 
impossible." 
• "Why can't we live in peace and develop our countries? 
That was the real legacy of Sadat." 
• "The world is tired of war." V 
Sadat believes peace 
can prevail over war 
By Laura Hutchison 
staff writer 
Jchan Sadat, widow of assassinated 
Egyptian president Anwar Sadat, said 
Monday night in Wilson Hall 
auditorium that "peace is having the 
upper hand." 
Speaking three days after the eighth 
anniversary of her husband's death, 
Sadat said, "Every year, on the sixth of 
October I am reminded that (Anwar) 
Sadat had the vision, he had the 
foresight, he had the courage to start 
and make peace with Israel. 
"He was accused as a traitor, he was 
insulted, and now after all these years, 
we find towns and people who were 
against him planning to do what he 
started to do," she said. "This makes 
me feel very honored, very happy, and 
very satisfied." 
She began her speech by saying that 
"the world is getting tired of war. . . . 
When we look at the map of the world 
and mark down the areas of 
complication, we shall find that in 
most of them, the warring parties have 
finally sat down to talk and negotiate." 
She cited as examples the Soviet 
withdrawal from Afghanistan, the 
Iran-Iraq peace negotiations, and the 
resolution of the war between Sudan 
and Ethiopia. 
But peace docs not seem to be 
winning in the Middle East, she said. 
"What Sadat offered to the region on 
a silver platter they arc now calling 
for," she said. "A new search for peace 
has begun, and everyone is now back 
to the starting point. 
"I sincerely hope that this time the 
opportunity will not be lost, and that 
all parties concerned, both Arab and 
Israeli, will not allow this chance to 
slip through their fingers." 
Sadat also spoke of a United Nations 
document which stressed the 
importance of the mass media in 
contributing to peace. 
"Going through this document, I was 
greatly impressed by the importance 
given to the media in the promotion of 
peace," Sadat said. 
According to the document, "The 
media, by disseminating information 
on the aspirations, culture and needs of 
See SADAT page 2> 
JMU student's St. Croix home wrecked by Hugo 
By Jennifer Powell 
staff writer 
Hurricane Hugo may have ignored Harrisonburg, 
but it left one JMU student from St. Croix homeless. 
The home of Desi Wynler, a senior, was almost 
completely destroyed by Hugo as the hurricane passed 
through the U.S. Virgin Islands last month. 
Wynter has not been home to see his mother, 
Muriel Wynter, or the remains of the house he has 
lived in for most of his life. 
Since his home was damaged, "I haven't been able 
to concentrate or anything," Wynter said. 
He was "dying to go home," and was prepared to 
take the first commercial flight available after the 
storm, but his mother asked him to remain at school. 
"She can't do much now," he said. But, he added, 
"She's a strong woman." 
Wynter talked to the oldest of his three sisters a few 
days after the hurricane hit, but was not able to 
contact his mother for about a week, he said. 
"We couldn't find out anything. We tried all kinds 
of means, [including] ham radios," he said. "We were 
like sitting ducks. 
"It was three days after the hurricane, and wc 
couldn't find out anything . . . [even] if she was 
alive," he said. "We heard this big thing about 
looting and jail breaks. 
"Finally, my second sister called me, and told me 
my mom was okay and the extent of the damages." 
A couple of days later, his mother finally called, he 
said. 
About 90 percent of all homes were destroyed, he 
said, including some low-income housing. But 
Wynter's house was made of brick, and is still 
standing, although the roof is gone, and there is "a 
big pool of water in the living room," he said. The 
rain and wind destroyed everything inside the house. 
Wynter's mother told him that "the wind just blew 
[the houses] apart," he said. 
"It's kind of hard for me to imagine what it looks 
like," he said. 
JMU's Office of Student Activities wanted to 
collect donations for Wynter to send home, he said, 
but because he is on a partial athletic scholarship for 
track, he was warned that any money he receives may 
render him ineligible for his athletic scholarship. 
His coach, Bill Waldcn, told him that it was "better 
to play it safe than sorry," Wynter said. 
Waldcn said coaches must "stay in the background" 
in these situations. "It's unfortunate we cannot help 
victims." 
Janet Lucas, an assistant athletic director, said the 
"extra benefit" rule prohibits athletes from getting 
loans or special benefits just because they are 
athletes. 
In Wynter's case, Lucas said, an explanation of the 
situation must prove he is not receiving relief funds 
just because he is an athlete, but because he is a JMU 
student. 
An application that seeks to exempt Wynter from 
See WYNTER page 2> 
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all people, contributes to eliminating 
ignorance and misunderstanding 
between people." 
However, Sadat asked, "I wonder 
how well the media stands up to this 
task? Have the media really helped us 
understand each other and to appreciate 
each other's cultures?" 
The people in the West see the Third 
World as a crisis area because the 
media reports on it only when there is 
a catastrophe like famine, an 
earthquake or a revolution, she said. 
"The news of the Iran-Iraq war filled 
the newspapers, but now we scarcely 
read or hear about the peace talks 
between the two sides," Sadat said. 
"This seems to be a common 
attitude, not only of the media, but 
also of nations," she said. "Nations 
have never dedicated themselves to (he 
cause of peace with the same 
singlemindedness that they have 
showed in the pursuit of war." 
More money is spent on war than on 
houses, schools and hospitals, she 
"It is often said that war heroes are 
remembered more than those who work 
for peace. 
"The history of peace in our time 
seems to be nothing more than a series 
of successive substitutions of one 
impractical dream for another, each 
simply ending in killing. 
"The question we may ask — why is 
it that the media of peace has failed? 
Some people believe that war and 
conflict are inherent in man and that 
there will never be a time without war. 
Some go even further in their 
thinking, claiming that peace is static, 
a state of inaction. 
"It is something that always exists at 
a distance," she said. "It is something 
that we grope for and very rarely reach. 
Some pessimists go so far as saying 
that peace is impossible. 
"I am not pessimistic, myself, and 
never shall be," she said. 
"This is why I believe that peace is 
possible. We in Egypt have given the 
example of how it can be reached. 
"The road to peace is through human 
relations — through compassion and 
love, and feeling the suffering of 
others," she said. "I sincerely believe 
that if we think in terms of human 
relationships, we will be getting closer 
to the peace we seek." 
Sadat explained this concept by 
telling a story about a letter she 
received from an Israeli woman who 
lost her son in the war. Friends warned 
Sadat not to respond to the letter, but 
she did anyway. 
"I just thought that she is a mother 
who loves her son, and I am a mother 
and I have a son," she said. "I put 
myself in her shoes, and with this 
feeling, this human feeling, I decided 
that I had to answer her." 
Because of this kind of pain, she 
said, her husband believed there should 
be "no more wars." 
"Why get our sons killed? Why can't 
we live in peace and develop our 
countries? That was his slogan which 
he put into action. That was the real 
legacy of Sadat," she said. 
"Let us hope and pray that all the 
parties concerned in the Middle East 
will answer the call of humanity," 
Sadat said. "Let us hope and pray that 
common sense will prevail, and that 
peace, the so-far elusive peace, will 
finally be established in the region, and 
that all people will enjoy its fruits. 
"I must never forget that if I cease to 
dream, I cease to grow and mature," 
she said. 
"Let us never substitute past success, 
no matter how great, for future 
vision," Sadat said. "We must continue 
firm in our commitment to be the best 
we can, and we must never be afraid to 
dream. Our dream must, of necessity, 
keep peace with reality and with the 
needs of future generations." 
Sadat also stressed the importance of 
flexibility and the value of education in 
an ever-changing world. 
The future will demand men and 
women with a broad background of 
knowledge as well as specific career 
skills, she said. 
She summed up her speech by 
saying, "We can continue to do more 
than just dream. We can bring our 
dreams to life and make our dreams a 
reality." 
Wynter 
(Continued from page 1) 
the  extra   benefit  rule   has  been 
submitted to the NCAA, Lucas said. 
She is optimistic that the NCAA 
will allow Wynter to take donations, 
citing a similar case in 1987 in which 
two athletes at another university were 
allowed to receive emergency funds. 
"It looks very good that we will be 
able to help Desi as long as we follow 
procedure," she said. 
Renee Staton, an office services 
assistant for the Office of Student 
Activities, said many students and 
organizations have donated money to 
Wynter. 
"There has been a great response,'' 
Staton said. 
All money donated to Wynter is 
currently in a trust fund in Muriel 
Wynter's name, Lucas said. 
Desi Wynter, a politcal science 
major, said much of the looting and 
chaos in St. Croix could have been 
prevented if the island's local 
government had taken quicker and more 
responsible action. 
"We took too many chances," he 
said. "It could have been a whole lot 
better." 
Most of St. Croix's residents are 
now in shelters, he said, and food is 
being rationed. Repairs and rebuilding 
cannot begin until electricity is 
restored in about three to six months. 
St. Croix's economy depends on 
tourists, Wynter said, and the storm hit 
during prime tourist season. 
"The whole economy is shot," he 
said. 
Robbery was 
really a joke 
Sophomore Andrew Lewis was 
robbed at gunpoint while walking 
along Cantrell Avenue early 
Saturday morning, or so it seemed. 
The robbers later turned 
themselves in to Harrisonburg city 
police and admitted they mistook 
Lewis for someone they had 
targeted for a practical joke. 
Their gun turned out to be a toy. 
Lewis was headed to the Alpha 
Kappa Lambda house at 1:35 a.m. 
Saturday when two college-age 
males in a 1984 Datsun pulled up 
next to him. The driver turned off 
his headlights. 
A man sitting in the passenger 
seat then allegedly pointed a gun at 
Lewis and demanded money. Lewis 
gave him $4 and showed the alleged 
robber his empty wallet. The men 
took off. 
About 15 minutes later, the pair 
walked into the Harrisonburg city 
police station and told police they 
had made a mistake. They also 
handed over the $4. 
"They were just as sorry as the 
victim," Officer Don Farley said. 
The two men were released on their 
own recognizance, but police will 
continue to investigate the incident. 
Lewis said he still might press 
charges against the suspects "if I 
thought their story wasn't exactly 
kosher." In the meantime, he 
doesn't make light of the incident. 
"It's still scary to think that it 
could actually have happened," 
Lewis said. 
Earlier this week, the economics 
major posted a message about his 
experience on an electronic 
computer bulletin board that could 
be accessed by all VAX users. 
"I want people to be aware that 
even though The Breeze says we're 
one of the safest campuses in the 
country, stuff still can happen," 
Lewis said. "So beware." 
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Members of AKL help hurricane victims 
By Doreen Jacobson 
staff writer 
It was an unusual road trip — a 
nine-hour journey across two states to 
help hurricane victims. 
Sixteen members of Alpha Kappa 
Lambda went to Charleston, S.C., last 
weekend to aid the victims of Hurricane 
Hugo. 
"At first, it was a shock to see all the 
damage that had been done to the city 
and the area," said Jason Dilch, a 
member of AKL, after he returned. 
"Then as the initial shock wore off, 
you saw how people dealt with their 
situation, and it really gave you some 
confidence that the area was going to 
be taken care of." 
Charleston was the hardest-hit area in 
Hugo's path. Thousands of people in 
the city and surrounding areas have 
been left homeless. 
AKL brought donations totaling 
$2S0 with them, which paid for gas for 
the trip. The fraternity brothers took 
along goods donated by various other 
groups, including $200 in goods from 
the Junior Women's Club of 
Harrisonburg. 
Tim   Crean,  an   AKL   member, 
Photo courtesy of Amy Frizzell 
Hurricane Hugo devastated Myrtle Beach, above. But other parts of 
the S.C. coast were hit — and 16 AKL brothers went to Charleston 
last weekend to help the victims. 
thought there wasn't much damage 
when they arrived at 3 a.m. Saturday. 
Still, he said, he sensed that 
something was wrong because of the 
smell from broken sewage pipes and 
the trees in the middle of the road. 
Dilch said, "You could go in a 
neighborhood, and wouldn't be able to 
notice that anything happened, and then 
go into an area 30 feet down the street 
and see an area of trees snapped, not 
just one or two, but all of them. 
Steeples were laying in the frorit of 
churches because they had been blown 
off the roof, roofs were gone, walls 
were gone," he said. "There was rubble 
everywhere." 
Christian Cool added, "It was weird. 
Everything was pretty devastated." 
First, the brothers worked at the 
American Red Cross center in 
Charleston. For two hours, the 
brothers straightened and organized the 
supplies and area that the Red Cross 
worked in. 
Then they split into two groups. One 
group went to an area high school to 
help with cleaning up so that the 
school could open Monday. 
The other group went to a 
warehouse, similar to the Red Cross 
center, outside Charleston. 
Part of that group stayed at the 
warehouse while others took supplies 
to a community north of St. Stephens 
that had no power and little food. 
Chris  Beardsley,   another   AKL 
brother, thought delivering the goods 
to the needy areas was most rewarding. 
However, Dilch said, the real reward 
was the incredible reaction  in the 
See AKL page 6> 
Guatemala's freedom slipping, speaker says 
By Andrew Wyatt and 
Eric Voelkel 
staff writers 
Guatemala is the key to democracy in Central 
America, but its hold on freedom is deteriorating, a 
former U.S. Ambassador to Guatemala said Monday 
night. 
Dr. Alberto M. Picdra, now the chairman of the 
economics department at Catholic University in 
Washington, D.C., spoke on Guatemala's journey 
from dictatorship to democracy between 1984 and 
1987. The lecture was sponsored by the JMU 
Hispanic Studies Club. 
"The plant of democracy is fragile," Piedra said. "It 
can easily wither if not watered or cared for." 
In his lecture, Piedra emphasized the three 
objectives of foreign policy: democracy, human 
rights and economic development 
In 1984, Mejia Victores was in power in Guatemala 
and promised democracy — including free elections 
— for the country. 
"The 1986 campaign had no obstructions," Piedra 
said. "[Guatemalans] campaigned freely." The 
Christian Democrats' candidate Vinicio Cerezo then 
came into power. 
Piedra said foreign relations improved and 
democracy prevailed, but it was not a perfect society. 
"Anyone who thinks that [Guatemala is perfect) is 
stupid or ignorant of facts." 
In fact, Piedra said that between 1978 and 1982 
there were "a lot" of human rights violations taking 
place in Guatemala. 
"All countries should act in their own belief," he 
said, "and foster respect of human rights." 
The situation got better after several years. 
"There was a tremendous improvement in human 
rights," Piedra said. "There was a clean-out in the 
police departments of a number of officers who were 
[suspected] of human rights violations." 
But Piedra said the U.S. Embassy "knew of no 
violations of human rights in the Guatemalan army" 
from 1984 through 1987. 
"The plant of democracy 
is fragile. It can easily 
wither if not watered or 
cared for." 
— Dr. Alberto Piedra 
"If there was, it was on the local level, and it was 
without the approval of the upper echelons of the 
government or military," he said. 
Piedra also said economic stability "does not just 
mean an increase in per capita. It is an increase in the 
standard of living and in equal incomes. It is a goal to 
have the sections of less oppununity grow. 
"The situation has deteriorated since I left in late 
August 1987," he said. 
Piedra added that he hopes that someday everyone in 
Guatemala can participate in politics, a better 
economy and an improved everyday life. 
Within the past year, violence has jeopardized 
democracy in Guatemala. 
In the first half of September, 27 people were killed 
due to political violence in the country, according to 
the Sept. 29 issue of The Washington Post. 
Control of drug trafficking in the country also has 
deteriorated, Piedra said. 
During Piedra's last two years as U.S. ambassador, 
small crime — robberies and assaults — increased. 
"The crimes were not politically oriented, as far the 
U.S. Embassy knew." 
The media exaggerates Guatemala's problems, he 
said. On April 18, The Washington Post reported that 
100,000 people have been killed in political violence 
by the Guatemalan military and death squad. 
"1 challenge [the media] to pinpoint a lime frame 
for those killings," Piedra said. "Much of the violence 
came in the years before the democratic rule." 
"You can't change a country in 24 hours," he said. 
There arc "grounds for optimism," he said. 
Guatemala's distribution of income is among the 
most unequal in the world, but on April 18, The 
Washington Post reported a stable exchange rate and a 
3.5 percent economic growth for 1988. 
And although most of the educational institutions 
are in Guatemala City, Piedra said overall education 
in the country seems to have improved. 
The private business sectors are another reason for 
optimism, he said. 
"The private sectors are very dynamic. The younger 
generation of entrepreneurs are intelligent, capable 
and conservative. They are not just profit-seeking. 
They also seek social justice." 
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SGA group to 
explore parking 
deck possibility 
By Klran Krishnamurthy 
SGA reporter  
Student Government Association 
President Tracy Humphrey announced 
at Tuesday's meeting the formation of 
a committee to investigate building a 
parking deck. 
The committee will be composed of 
student senators and other 
representatives from the student body, 
Humphrey said. Appointments to the 
committee will be made Oct. 24. 
Students wishing to apply for a 
position should pick up forms in the 
SGA office, she said. 
Greg Cottrell, Commuter Student 
Council president, said there will be 
another open meeting to discuss JMU's 
parking situation on Tuesday at 5:30 
p.m. The meeting will be held in the 
Allegheny Room of the Warren 
Campus Center. 
The first meeting was held Oct. 4, 
but Cottrell said he was disappointed 
with the slight student attendance. 
Alan MacNutt, JMU's director of 
campus police and safety, has promised 
to send a representative from campus 
police to the meeting, Cottrell said. 
The Commuter Student Council also 
is seeking administrators to attend 
Tuesday's meeting, he said. 
"All the complaining that's done is 
fine and dandy, but if it's not done at 
the proper time and to the proper 
authorities, then it's useless," Cottrell 
said. 
In other business, Tracy Selph, a 
commuter senator, announced that an 
unsponsored meeting will be held 
tonight at 8 to organize a 
counter-demonstration to a Ku Klux 
Klan march planned for Saturday in 
Staunton. The meeting will be held in 
the Highlands Room of the campus 
center, formerly J. Maddie's. 
Frederikson Hall senator Pat 
Soulhall introduced a bill requesting 
the allocation of about $4,500 for 
equipment purchases in the Honor 
Council office. The money will be 
used for computers and other office 
equipment. 
A bill concerning the possible 
availability of vegetarian entrees at 
Gibbons Dining Hall, introduced by 
Wise Hall senator Andrew Lewis, was 
referred to the SGA food services 
committee. 
The SGA also debated and voted on 
house rules concerning attendance, 
speaker recognition and report 
procedures. 
Also announced at the meeting: 
•   Eddy   Dalton,   the   Republican 
candidate for lieutenant governor of 
Virginia, will speak in Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre at 5:30 p.m. Oct. 25. 
Music building has highs and lows 
By Klran Krishnamurthy 
SGA reporter  
JMU's new music building is getting 
mixed reactions as students and faculty 
members praise the centralization of 
the department, but also find space and 
acoustic problems in the $6.9 million 
structure. 
"There are some wrinkles that need 
to be worked out," said Joseph Estock, 
head of the JMU music department. 
Mark Copeland, a music student, 
said the building's large classrooms and 
modern facilities are an obvious 
improvement. But, Copeland said, 
"The practice rooms are really small, 
really dead. It's hard to hear yourself 
when you're playing," he said. 
Dead, in acoustic terms, means that 
sound does not resonate clearly. 
There also seems to be a shortage of 
practice rooms during certain times of 
the day, Copeland said. 
Soundproofing of practice rooms is 
adequate, he said. But, "if you're 
listening to hear somebody, you can 
hear them," he said. 
Chris Thomas, a part-time faculty 
member in the music department, said 
the sound-proofing problem is worse 
than just background noise. Thomas 
said if he is playing his drums in a 
Staff photo by SCOTT TRIBBLE 
JMU's new $6.5 million music building will be complete In November. 
practice room, he can be heard down 
the hall. 
Rickey Crawley, assistant head of 
the music department, said heavy doors 
could not be installed in rooms on the 
first floor due to fire codes. Sound 
seals will be installed to decrease the 
amount of noise that escapes from 
closed rooms. 
Sound seals already have been 
installed in various areas throughout 
the building, and are "nothing gaudy or 
obtrusive," he said. 
According to Thomas, the building 
was supposed to have "a lot less 
ringing in the [rehearsal) halls and 
See MUSIC pafe 5> 
By Martin Romjue 
police reporter  
Campus police reported  the 
following incidents: 
Indecent   Exposure 
• Police arrested a University of 
Virginia student in Z-lot after he 
allegedly dropped his pants in 
front of two police officers at 1120 
p.m. Oct. 5. 
Robert A. Whitehead Jr., 18, of 
Arlington allegedly exposed 
himself to the officers while riding 
on a chartered bus that was 
headed to a social function at 
Melrose Caverns. The bus was 
transporting a group of JMU 
sorority members and their UVa 
fraternity guests. 
Several other male passengers 
exposed themselves, but only 
Whitehead could be identified, 
police said. Police reports 
described the group as "unruly." 
Grand   Larceny 
• A Chinon 35 mm camera with a 
35-105 zoom lens was stolen from 
an office in Harrison Hall between 
2 p.m. Oct. 5 and 1:38 p.m. Oct. 6. 
Total value: $400. Camera serial 
number: 330098. Lens serial 
number: 433892. 
Patty   Larceny 
• A Pioneer TSX-25 deck-mount 
speaker was stolen from a car 
parked in Z-lot between 5 p.m. 
Oct. 5 and 10 a.m. Oct. 6. The rear 
window was broken. 
• A black, four-wheel cart valued 
at $30 was stolen from the JMU 
maintenance division behind 
Anthony-Seeger Hall at 11:15 p.m. 
Oct. 7. 
• An unknown person stole a 
mailbag from the communication 
department in Anthony-Seeger 
Hall between 5 p.m. Sept. 29 and 
10 a.m. Sept. 30. 
The bag was 18" x 18" and had 
"Domestic USA Mail" printed on it. 
Vandalism 
• An unknown person or persons 
ravaged the JMU Arboretum, 
behind the Convocation Center, 
between 5 p.m. Oct. 4 and 7 a.m. 
Oct. 5. 
The person knocked down three 
path lights, tore down a white pine 
tree, ripped off guttering, smashed 
an electric lighting sensor, and 
broke into a storage shed. 
However, the vandal did not 
steal anything from the arboretum, 
police said. 
'• Someone hurled a bicycle onto 
a car in H-lot, causing $500 
damage to the car and $75 
damage to the bike. The incident 
occurred between 11:30 p.m. Oct. 
9 and 5 a.m. Oct. 10. 
• An unidentified person broke a 
window in Dingledine Hall with a dirt 
clod between 10:30 p.m. Oct. 7 
and 1:30 a.m. Oct. 8. 
• A mirror was broken off the right 
door of a car parked in X-lot 
between 8 p.m. Sept. 28 and 8 
a.m. Oct. 5. 
• A rear-view mirror was broken 
in a car parked in X-lot between 5 
p.m. Sept. 28 and 8 a.m. Oct. 5. 
• A group of non-students cut a 
chain securing a gate on Greek 
Row at 12:40 a.m. Oct. 8. Police 
said the people wanted to let 
themselves out. 
Driving   Under the Influence 
• Student Jill E. Jenkins, 19, of 
Mechanicsville. Jenkins was 
arrested along Stadium Lake 
Service Drive at 5:15 a.m. Oct. 7. 
She registered a .12 blood alcohol 
level. 
• Non-student Shelia A. 
Dameron, 25, of Harrisonburg. 
Dameron was arrested on South 
Main Street at 2:15 a.m. Oct. 7. 
She registered a .15 blood alcohol 
level. 
Disorderly  Conduct 
• Police closed a party in 
Wine-Price Hall at 4:47 a.m. Oct. 8 
after the residents failed to control 
boisterous guests. Police 
received several noise 
complaints. 
• A Wayland Hall resident 
shouted lewd and disparaging 
remarks at members of high 
school bands that were walking by 
See POLICELOG page 5> 
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Gifford and Way land halls at 11:35 p.m. Oct. 6. 
Suspicious   Psrson 
• Two White Hall female residents visiting Garber 
Hall reported seeing a suspicious white male around 
12:45 p.m. Oct. 6. 
The women saw the suspect peering into windows 
while he stood in the Garber Hall courtyard. After the 
women returned to White Hall a few minutes later, they 
saw the suspect again as he stood in the dorm's 
courtyard. 
The suspect was described as 5'8" to 5'10" tall, with 
a heavy build and short, straight brown hair. He was 
wearing a blue shirt and khaki pants. 
Personal  Abuse 
• A student calling from a residence hall phone 
cursed and abused a telephone operator at 8:45 p.m. 
Oct. 5. 
Music Bldg— 
>■ [Continued from page 4] 
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The call was traced and the student was charged 
judicially. 
Judicial charges are handled internally by JMU's 
Office of Student Affairs. Administrators do not 
release the names of these students. 
Harrisonburg city police reported the following 
incidents: 
Petty   Larceny 
• Police arrested students Timothy A. Salamy, 18, of 
Alexandria, and Andrew B. Strasser, 18, of San 
Diego, Calif., for allegedly taking a city-owned "No 
Parking" sign while walking along South Main Street at 
12:15 a.m. Oct. 8. 
According to police, Salamy and Strasser said they 
allegedly found the sign, but didn't pull it out of the 
ground. The suspects told police they wanted to put 
the sign in a dorm room. 
• Student Vanessa L. Jackson, 21, of 
Charlottesville, was arrested after she allegedly stole 
groceries from the SuperFresh Grocery Store at 
Dukes Plaza at 9:18 p.m. Oct. 10. 
According to police reports, Jackson allegedly 
passed groceries through the check-out line to a 
fellow employee without paying. The groceries were 
valued under $200. 
• Student Cheryl K. Lorentzen, 23, of Harrisonburg, 
was arrested after allegedly taking Dr. Scholl's 
insoles from the Nichol's Department Store at 2475 S. 
Main St. at 2:50 p.m. Oct. 6. 
The insoles were valued at $1.80. 
From Oct. 4-8, campus police arrested eight 
students for being drunk in public. Total DIP arrests 
for the 1989-90 school year: 46. 
rooms. Acoustical tiles are not 
working — we were told there would 
be a lot more soundproofing." 
Some recording studios are "too live" 
and need to be "dampened," he said. 
Live, in acoustic terms, means that the 
sound resonates too much, until the 
sound rings. 
However, Thomas said acoustics in 
the band and orchestra rehearsal halls 
are designed well. 
Steve Knickrehm, JMU's director for 
facilities   planning,   said,   "The 
problems are not anything 
unresolvable." 
Estock. said, "Right now [the 
department] is feeling things out." 
The department did not receive 
enough equipment, Thomas said, 
citing shortages of percussion 
instruments and pianos. 
Estock agreed, but said the 
department was limited by the amount 
of money allocated to equipment 
purchases. 
"We had to buy desks, computers and 
carpeting" in addition to musical 
equipment, Estock said. 
According to Knickrehm, about $1 
million of the S6.9 million project 
total was used to pay architectural 
costs and buy new equipment. 
The equipment includes a $40,000 
grand piano for the Wilson Hall 
Auditorium; recording studio 
equipment — with analog and digital 
formats — capable of 24-track 
recording; other grand pianos; 
computers; a music library; and a 
computerized listening lab. 
The department centralization seems 
to please most students and faculty 
members. 
Until the new buidling is finished, 
the art and music departments will 
continue to share Duke Hall. The 
music department also uses other 
buildings scattered around campus. 
"I've seen faculty this year that I've 
never seen before," Thomas said. 
Copeland said the new facility is 
"great, because we don't have to share 
it with anybody." 
The building's basement contains 
practice rooms, a student lounge and 
the music library and listening lab. 
The first floor has rehearsal rooms, 
classrooms and departmental offices. 
Faculty studios and offices occupy 
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people's faces "when we told them thai 
we drove down from Virginia for no 
other reason than to help them out." 
"They were so appreciative of what 
we were doing, even though it was 
only 16 guys in an area of a couple 
thousand square miles that had been 
destroyed," he said. 
"There was plenty of damage in 
Charleston, but because the buildings 
downtown were a little sturdier, the 
damage didn't look as bad," Dilch said. 
Chris Beardsley said he saw some 
destruction in Charleston, "but when 
we got to the outlying areas, that's 
when we really saw damage." 
On Sunday, the brothers went to 
Bonneau Beach, which was said to be 
one of the hardest hit areas of the 
coast. The brothers took supplies to 
the town. 
"The people had some really wild 
stories about the hurricane itself," 
Dilch said. "They sat in the middle of 
the room completely petrified, because 
they could hear the wild howling and 
the trees snapping like toothpicks. 
Then they went outside when the eye 
was [overhead]. It was perfectly still, 
and you could see the stars." 
The storm raged again after the eye 
passed. 
"Imagine, going through it once and 
then knowing that you had to go 
through the whole thing again," Dilch 
said. 
A curfew for the Charleston area was 
in force during the weekend because 
many walls of stores were gone, and 
merchandise was being stolen. Police 
were standing guard over the entire 
area. 
"Even the American Red Cross 
building was under armed guard by the 
National Guard because the fence 
[around the] supplies was blown 
down," Dilch said. The supplies were 
being looted. 
"We learned a lot about how resilient 
people were [They] worked hard to 
get things fixed and their lives back in 
order in the wake of everything that 
happened," he said. 
"I have a lot more respect for people. 
"The really great thing was there 
wasn't a Tight all weekend long. ... It 
was all teamwork," Dilch said. "You 
didn't have to ask anyone to help out or 
tell them to quit slacking. Everyone 
was right there and willing to help." 
Dilch was proud that the brothers 
were all cooperative in spite of being 
so tired by Sunday. Everyone wanted to 
go home and go to bed, he said, but 
not one person slacked. 
Cool said, "Even though it was just 
a few of us, we did make a difference." 
The Kevin Johnson 
Cancer Fund — 
do your part 
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Nap time is part of 'natural daily cycle' 
By Deborah Fineblum Raub 
Gannett News Service  
When 2:37 rolls around each 
afternoon, nap time is drawing to a 
close for pre-schoolers at the Dandelion 
Day Care Center in Henrietta, N. Y. 
At that very moment, roughly half 
of the 13 small forms on the green 
canvas cots are still sound asleep, a 
few are tossing about, and a couple of 
wide-awake ones are occupying 
themselves with finger play and a song 
under their breaths. 
Meanwhile, in offices, factories and 
homes, parents and other grown-ups 
might be found yawning and fortifying 
themselves with strong coffee at 2:37 
p.m. 
Regardless of how compelling the 
urge, there's precious little opportunity 
for those of us over 5 years of age to 
indulge in an afternoon snooze. But 
recent studies suggest that adults may 
need an hour or two stretched out on 
the cots almost as much as the 
youngsters do. 
"There's no question that, because of 
the natural daily cycle, people can fall 
asleep easily during the afternoon," 
said Dr. Mark Rosekind of the Sleep 
Disorders Clinic and Research Center 
at Stanford University. 
"There's also no question that this 
can be very useful, that it can make 
them more alert afterwards." 
A cluster of recent studies out of 
California, Pennsylvania, Israel, 
Canada and West Germany supports 
the theory that adults experience 
predictable lulls in mental and physical 
activity somewhere between 1 and 5 
p.m. 
Many of these new studies are 
featured in the newly published "Sleep 
and Alertness: Chronobiological, 
Behavioral and Medical Aspects of 
Napping," edited by sleep researchers 
David Dinges and Dr. Roger 
Broughton (Raven Press, 1989). 
The West German study helped 
establish this by closeting adults in 
windowless, clock less rooms, advising 
them to eat whenever hungry. And, 
without knowing what time it was, the 
subjects became sleepy every 
afternoon. 
"It doesn't have to do with heat, with 
time zone or with eating patterns," 
Rosekind said. "This lull is just built 
into the biological clock." 
Bill Kelsey isn't hanging on the 
words of any sleep researcher. The 
42-year-old Rochester, N. Y., resident 
has been napping nearly every 
afternoon for ten years and said the 
habit has done him a world of good. 
Regardless of how busy the 
self-employed stamp dealer is, the nap 
urge regularly hits between 1 and 3 
p.m. After a couple of hours in 
dreamland, Kelsey reported he feels 
great. "I'm refreshed and ready to go 
back to work." 
Kelsey is not alone with his naps. 
Around the globe, in places like Spain 
("siesta"), India, Paraguay, Haiti, 
Vietnam, Lebanon ("ghatta"), Greece, 
Italy ("sonnellino"), Mexico, the south 
of France ("somme") and Portugal, 
businesses typically close in the 
afternoon and the locals head home for 
lunch and a couple of hours napping. 
At the Dandelion Day Care Center, 
the little ones generally feel pretty 
mellow over their after-nap juice and 
crackers, and their teachers maintain 
these youngsters are much happier after 
their two hours on the cots. 
The key to the benefits afternoon 
snoozers derive from daytime naps may 
lie in the kind of sleep they represent. 
Research shows that afternoon naps 
generally consist of the deepest (delta) 
sleep, not the rapid eye movement 
(REM) dream sleep, which doesn't kick 
in until 90 minutes after one nods off. 
This new nap theory is all well and 
good, said Dr. Donald Greenblatt, 
medical director of the Sleep Disorders 
Center of Rochester, as long as the 
napper isn't experiencing a night sleep 
problem. 
"People having difficulties with 
sleep are better off consolidating their 
sleep at night," he said, "so those who 
have insomnia are usually advised to 
avoid napping. It can make sleeping at 
night more difficult." 
But not all rest has to be sleep, it 
turns out. Cheryl Mahaney, who 
co-directs the Transcendental 
Meditation Center in Rochester, said 
that meditators add two 20-minute 
periods of rest to their daily schedules, 
typically before breakfast and dinner. 
Although different from sleep, 
meditation does refresh, leaving the 
person rested and energetic, she said. 
"Meditation is not a replacement for 
sleep, but it releases stress, lowers the 
blood pressure and helps you enjoy the 
activities of the day and evening," she 
said. She added that 3 million people 
worldwide have learned transcendental 
meditation. 
So if an afternoon snooze or 
meditation should be a normal part of 
an adult's daily schedule, what docs 
that mean for the average grown-up 
who's committed to day-long activity 
such as work? 
Very little, Rosekind. said. "In an 
industrialized nation like this, 
productivity concerns come first." 
Instead, he suggests the afternoon 
down-time be filled with paper work, 
returning phone messages, and other 
chores demanding less-than-razor-sharp 
faculties. "If you can't sleep or 
meditate during the day, at least let 
yourself slow down a bit." 
Copyright 1989, USA TODAY/ Apple 
College Information Network 
Panama Canal is still useful 
to U.S. military, trade shipping 
By Juan J. Walte 
Gannett News Service 
BALBOA HEIGHTS, Panama — The U.S.-buill 
Panama Canal, considered the world's most strategic 
waterway, is 75 and going strong. 
Current attention is riveted on coups and drugs, but 
it is the 50-mile canal that has been the centerpiece of 
relations between Panama and the United States and 
may again soon be the center of controversy. 
"As far as I'm concerned, the canal is extremely 
useful to the United States — and has been for a 
long, long time," said Richard Wainio, chief of the 
Economic and Market Development Division of the 
Panama Canal Commission. 
"And it's more useful to us today than it was just 
before and just after World War II," Wainio said 
during an interview. 
Last year, 107 million tons of cargo, or two-thirds 
of all the cargo that went through the canal, moved 
either to or from U.S. ports. The United Stales is the 
canal's biggest user, followed by Japan and Canada. 
During fiscal year 1988, 12,075 ships paid $329.7 
million in tolls to cross the canal between the world's 
two major oceans, the Atlantic and the Pacific. 
And May 28, just as the anniversary celebrations 
got under way, die Korean container ship Hanjin 
Long Beach became the 700,000th ship to cross the 
waterway since it opened to world trade on Aug. 15, 
1914. 
Wainio calls the canal's military significance to the 
United States "useful" rather than "critical." 
About 25 U.S. warships cross the canal every year, 
which is not many, considering the size of the U.S. 
Navy. But Wainio said that except for the 15 aircraft 
carriers, "every other ship in the U.S. Navy can go 
through, including the big battleships." 
Like many other Americans who live and work in 
Panama, Wainio's life revolves around the canal. And 
like many of those Americans, Wainio, 39, was born 
here. 
In 10 years, he and other Americans who have 
devoted their lives to the canal face a crucial and 
historic event. 
"Midday, 12 noon, on Dec. 31, 1999, the keys to 
everything go to Panama. They gel it lock, stock and 
barrel. It's theirs then," said Wainio, one of 1,044 
U.S. citizens (about 14 percent of the total work 
force) still working on the canal. 
Copyright 1989. USA TODAY/ Apple College 
Information Network 
Congress waits 
for end of apartheid 
for South Africans 
By James P. Gannon 
Gannett News Service  
WASHINGTON — The administration and 
Congress, eyeing South Africa's new government 
with a mix of hope and skepticism, have begun to 
debate how long they should wait for signs that the 
white-ruled nation will end its policy of apartheid. 
The White House, stressing the hopeful signs it 
sees in the election of President Frederik W. de Klerk, 
is urging Congress not to impose new economic 
sanctions — and some key Democrats in Congress, 
though still skeptical of the new government's 
intentions, are inclined to watch and wait a few 
months. 
Bui other Democrats, including Sen. Edward 
Kennedy, D-Mass., argue that President Bush already 
has waited too long to increase pressure. 
"A grace period for apartheid is a gross violation of 
human rights," Kennedy said Tuesday in response to 
the administration's plea for more time. 
Copyright 1989, USA TODAY/ Apple College 
Information Network 
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$12 A Column Inch 
CALL 568-5696 
Now. Without adding equipment or lines to your 
home phone service, you can have two different 
phone numbers,with two different rings. 
Select-A-Ring. It's for you. 
Ar Contel, we think phones should be a convenience. Not an inconvenience. So, our engineers 
have developed a completely new service, compatible with our other special services such as 
Call Forwarding and Call Waiting. It's Select A Ring. And it lets you choose when you answer 
your phone. And how. 
It's done by adding a second phone number to your existing service, and then assigning 
a distinctly different ring to each number. If you receive business calls at home, Select A Ring is 
for you. If you wish you had more privacy, Select A Ring is for you. If you have to share a phone 
Select A Ring is for you. Because with Select A Ring, before you even answer the phone vou' 
know which number is ringing. Who the call is probably for. And maybe even who it's from 
All for just a few dollars a month. Call 1-800 533 4147 between 8:00 am and 
8:00 pm to arrange service. Select-A-Ring from Contel. It's for you. 
Select A King and "We go out of our way" are Service Marks of Contel Corporation. 
= = 5t of Virginia 
We go out of our way/ 
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EDITORIAL 
Spend time this weekend, not $ 
It's that time of year again. This weekend about 
6,000 parents will swarm the campus to spend some 
time with the children they rarely see anymore and to 
leam what college life is like for them. 
When we think about Parents' Weekend the words 
"madhouse," "chaos" and "hassle" come to mind. Cars 
are parked in places students normally would never 
dream of parking, traffic is terrible and lines are worse 
than usual at D-hall, the bookstore — everywhere. 
This doesn't mean the annual event is a bad thing. 
There are many special activities planned for the 
weekend, including department receptions, President 
Carrier's "State of the University" address, several 
musical performances and Lefty's first practice. 
Parents' Weekend actually is novel and quite 
enjoyable, but only the first time or two. 
Upperclassmen tend to think the event is just too much 
trouble and tell their parents not to bother coming. 
But some students — and probably more should — 
tend to favor two alternatives. 
One option is to entertain parents off campus. If 
you've seen one Parents' Weekend, you've seen them 
all. So show them a little of the area. Skyline Drive will 
be beautiful this weekend with the changing colors of 
the foliage. Or, if you want to avoid the crowd that will 
be there too, a drive along any road in the Shenandoah 
Valley should be just as beautiful. Parents also might 
enjoy some of the many historic attractions, quaint 
towns or antique shops in the area. 
The other option is to have your parents visit another 
weekend. They won't have to make hotel reservations 
months in advance, you won't have to stand in line at 
any restaurant longer than usual and there is still plenty 
to do. One of the advantages of a university is that there 
are plays, musical performances and sports events 
happening all the lime, not just on certain weekends. 
And the local culture is always here to enjoy. 
Some parents may love their weekend so much that 
they want to attend all four years. But after one or two, 
most parents and students probably would appreciate 
the time together more if they selected an alternative. 
After all, it is a family lime, not a JMU fund-raiser. 
'Best Colleges' rank no big deal 
So, JMU is ranked — again — as one of U.S. News 
& World Report's "Best Colleges." 
Excellent, as some might say. But a look at all the 
scores, outlined in the magazine's Oct. 16 issue, leads 
to a bigger question: So what? 
JMU is ranked fourth out of the 15 Southern regional 
schools listed in the article. Fourth out of 15 sounds 
really nice, at first thought . . . until you look at the 
scores. 
In U.S. News' scoring method, all schools in the 
different categories were given scores based on how 
they slacked up against the top schools in their 
categories. As compared to Wake Forest University, 
which earned a score of 100 as the top school in the 
southern region, JMU earned a 72.1. 
The magazine considers a regional school one thai 
lies in the "vast middle ground" of 562 public and 
private schools that offer graduate degrees and 
programs that prepare students for "specialized careers" 
in science, technology, business and the arts. The 
schools' sizes were not a factor in the rankings.    - 
Compared to similar schools, with similar programs 
and goals, JMU's score is sadly low. Our number-four 
ranking doesn't entitle us to many bragging rights, since 
Massachuseti's Simmons College, the number-four 
school in the northern regional category, earned a 95.6. 
JMU did rank higher than two other Virginia schools 
in the same category. Mary Washington College in 
Fredericksburg is ranked 12th, and George Mason 
University in Fairfax is 13th. The University of Virginia 
got a real prize, though. With a score of 78.3, it's ranked 
21st out of 25 national universities billed by the 
magazine as "the best big schools." The top three in that 
category were Yale, Princeton, and Harvard and 
Radcliffe. That's impressive company for a school that 
some JMU students turned down. 
The bottom line is that JMU administrators, before 
they trot out these statistics every year, should look at 
what ihey really mean. Just because we're in the South 
doesn't mean we're great. We should try to be better 
than schools everywhere, not just compare ourselves to 
our closest neighbors. 
Materials, construction debate: 
can't buy books with brick funds 
■v   To  the  editor: 
I have observed with some frustration the patio versus 
Carrier Library funding debate. When possible, I have 
gone to some length to explain that funding for library 
materials is part of the university's operating budget, not 
its capital funds designated for construction. The author 
of the editorial ("Carrier's Monumental Irony") in 
Thursday's Breeze appears also to need to understand the 
difference between the two funds. The funds set aside for 
the patio could not have been used "inside" the library. 
Further, to suggest that Dr. Carrier and the central 
administration has not made Carrier Library a high 
academic priority is to not to know the facts. The 
operating budget of the university allocated by the 
Commonwealth of Virginia has been essentially the 
same for six years (excluding salary increases). The 
materials budget — books, periodicals, microforms, 
non-print, etc. — is a part of that operating budget. 
In 1985, when I arrived as university librarian, the 
materials budget was $550,000. It is now 5829,000 — 
an increase of 50 percent. Since there was no appreciable 
increase in the university's operating budget, this extra 
$279,000 comes from some other area of the operating 
budget. I ihink this is a pretty good example of 
recognizing that the library is a high priority. Without 
this increase, we would have been forced either to reduce 
book purchases to almost zero or cut back periodicals. 
There would have been no CD-ROM indices such as 
PsycLTT or ERIC. 
Now, this is not to say the library has all it needs. Dr. 
Carrier is, I can assure you, fully aware of this. However, 
he is also caught in a squeeze, given the steady state 
operating budget, and must balance an infinite number of 
requests against a very finite amount of money. I'm 
convinced that he has given his namesake a fair shake. 
Dennis Robison 
university librarian 
Self-righteous abortion beliefs 
tote 'God's will' in rape, incest 
To  the  editor: 
This letter is directed at Julie Sheils and all those who 
believe that a woman should not have the right to an 
abortion if she is the victim of rape or incest. 
Ms. Sheils, your letter made me sick. You believe it is 
wrong for a rape/incest victim to have an abortion. If 
you were brutally raped (I hope it never happens), would 
you keep the child? What gives you the right to condemn 
someone when you have no idea what she goes through? 
I suppose if you had your way, you would deny rape and 
incest victims the right to have an abortion. Do you 
think it is "God's will" that thosV fetuses be brought to 
term? You say that rape and incest "account for only 1 or 
2 percent of 1.5 million abortions performed every year 
in this country." That's only 15,000 to 30,000 unwanted 
children to be born each year. Should the mothers be 
reminded of their traumas for the rest of their lives? 
Fortunately, what you want is not reality, nor will it 
ever be, because the public will never let you or anyone 
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NOW supports women, families 
by aiding, not denying choices 
To the editor: 
As co-coordinator of the National Organization for 
Women on campus, I would like to address some issues 
brought up in the Oct. 2 article on the Charlottesville 
abortion rallies. NOW is concerned with many women's 
issues besides family planning and abortion, like safety, 
equality and inclusiveness. We work to change attitudes. 
The anti-choice movement tries to restrict rights. If 
"pro-lifers," as they call themselves, are upset by 
abortion, then why not work to gel better sex education 
programs in schools, and contraception that is both 
effective and easily obtainable by all women and men? 
The focus of the anti-choice movement is to end negative 
choices. We support and promote positive choices. 
A second abortion issue concerns parental notification 
and consent. Those working to restrict minors' access to 
abortion are not thinking realistically. The argument is 
that minors are not emotionally or intellectually capable 
of making the decision to have an abortion. Are they 
equally ready to carry a fetus for nine months, go through 
labor and delivery, become a mother to that child or give 
their newborn up for adoption? 
Finally, the assumption that pro-choice supporters are 
against the family is untrue. We are for families in which 
the children are wanted and in which a stable 
environment exists. We are concerned about the quality 
of the child's life as well as the quality of the parents' 
lives. We don't want children born into homes where 
physical and sexual abuse become the norm. There are 
thousands of handicapped, older and abused kids today 
who need good homes. Let's work toward the welfare of 
these children who need our help desperately. 
These are only a few of the issues which the 
anti-choke constituency needs to consider more fully to 




Don't waste time disgracing self 
instead of contributing to others 
To  the editor: 
I would like to convey my thoughts on the 
"close-minded homophobe" Scott Hansen and his letter 
in the Oct. 2 Breeze. Throughout the letter, he repeatedly 
relates his illogical, ignorant, totally emotional views 
on homosexuals. Hansen's display of prejudice and 
unjust condemnation is much more of a disgrace to this 
campus than Harmony President Mark Morewitz. 
It is people like Scott Hansen that cause the 
disharmony in today's society. These people feel it 
necessary to rip apart those who have different beliefs. I 
don't understand why people like Hansen spend their 
time insulting and disgracing fellow humans instead of 




Come out of condemning closet 
to love, honesty, understanding 
To the editor: 
After reading Scott Hansen's letter (The Breeze, Oct. 
2). I was filled with disgust and anger, but my feelings of 
sorrow and remorse overshadowed these other emoiions. 
Do you not think, Mr. Hansen, that learning and 
trying to understand another's viewpoint and way of life 
would help us all to coexist more peacefully? Just 
because you disagree with a certain view does not give 
you the right to ignore and condemn. If we all were to 
condemn and ignore what we did not believe in, we would 
all be filled with as much hatred and ignorance as you. 
Please, Mr. Hansen, do not stop yourself from 
exploring your "repressed self." However, do come out 
of the closet and into a world full of love, honesty and 




Fight sexism in speech, history; 
teach children respect, equality 
To  the  editor: 
Jeff Brauer, who wrote the guest column "Fanatical 
Feminism Doesn't Aid Equality." has offended and 
disappointed many men and women who considered him 
a credible and objective columnist. In his column, he 
gives credit to the wrong organization for hosting the 
speaker. Jeff also misquoted Cecilia Graves as saying 
that parents should "alternate names by naming the first 
child after the father and the second after the mother." A 
student, not Ms. Graves, suggested the idea. 
For wonriri\) become equal in law, business and 
status, sexism in supposed trivialities such as language, 
marital customs and titles must be discouraged. Many 
women in history, including Harriet Tubman, Susan B. 
Anthony, Julia Ward Howe and Eleanor Roosevelt played 
important roles and accomplished great things, yet we 
know little about them. This is because history was 
written in the white man's perspective. Our society and 
language caters to the white man, and women today need 
to fight that in order to receive equal respect. -»- 
Another problem that I have with Jeffs attitude is that 
he seems to think a husband's surname should naturally 
be the name of the children. I personally am proud of 
who I am, and my name is just as worthy as my future 
husband's. A husband and wife must decide between 
themselves which surname (or both) to give to their 
children. The man's name is not carried on in every case. 
There are injustices, as Brauer admits, but to resolve 
inequalities and false sexual perceptions in our society 
we must begin by eliminating sexist language and biased 
interpretations of history. I do not believe this attitude 
is "fanatical" at all, but completely justified. Men and 
women need to learn and to educate our children on 
correct sexual perceptions so that our offspring Will" 
enjoy pure equality between the sexes. 
Laura Tomb Stacey Beggs 
sophomore sophomore 
English special education 
HOTLINE 434*8706 
Men's and Women's 
''Largest Selection in Harrisonburg 
Levi             Union Bay FilippoTotti 
Lee               Cherokee Blumarine 
Jordache        USED Palmettos 
Chic               Taboo Wrangler 
Bugle Boy      Calvin Aigner 
Maggy Chase Manisha I.C. Isaacs 
Corniche        Rose Essentials 
Lawman 
\)   Denim Dresses, Jumpers, Jumpsuits, 
Skirts, Coats, Jackets 
\ 
3061 South Main Street, 
Harrisonburg 
Mon.-Sat. 10am - 6pm 
Friday 10am - 9pm 
Sunday - 12:30pm - 5:30pm 
433-1717 
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Wrap AIDS sufferers in quilt of humanity 
Can you imagine a quilt so large that it fills the 
entire 14 acres of the Ellipse in front of the White 
House? The experience is breath-taking: nearly 
11,000 panels, each three by six feet, each 
representing a person who has died from AIDS. That 
represents merely 18 percent of all the Americans 
who have died from AIDS and only an estimated 5 
percent of the world total. 
Seeing just the enormity of the quilt is very 
emotional, because each panel is unique and tells a 
story of a person: not an evil person who is receiving 
God's punishment for his sins, but a human being 
who caught a fatal disease. Nearly 60,000 Americans 
have died from AIDS. 
Every single person needs to be aware of AIDS 
because it affects every one of us. We need to know 
how it is transmitted and how it is not transmitted. 
Many thousands of people with AIDS (PWAs) are 
discriminated against because people are ignorant and 
uncaring. Some religious figures have even gone so. 
far as to say that AIDS is a punishment to 
homosexuals and drug users for their sins. 
This theory is so full of hatred that it is hard to 
understand how religious leaders, who claim that they 
have been told by their God to love their neighbor as 
themselves, can have this attitude. PWAs need our 
love and our caring — not our hatred and bigotry. 
In a recent book. The Churches on AIDS, this, too, 
was said: PWAs are not people to be condemned for 
having AIDS but are to be treated compassionately, 
no matter what immoral (according to the doctrine of 
the churches) behavior led to their contracting AIDS. 
Some of the ministries included in the book were 
Catholic, Jewish, Episcopalian and Lutheran. 
The Americans with Disabilities Act, which has 
passed in the Senate and is in the House of 
Representatives now, is understood to include AIDS 
in its prohibition of discrimination, based upon a 
Supreme Court ruling that infectious diseases are 
disabilities. 
I urge people to write to their congressmen and ask 
them to pass the ADA, with no amendments 
excluding PWAs. 
PWAs are discriminated against because our society 
is sick with a social disease, AIDS-phobia. You 
cannot get AIDS from going to school with a person, 
from casual contact or almost any non-sexual means. 
PAVING THE WAY 
Andrew Lewis 
AIDS, while it is still a deadly disease, is not exactly 
easy to get It is always, however, a good idea to go 
get a test so you know for sure if you have HIV 
(Human Immuno-deficiency Virus, the virus that 
causes AIDS) to find out if you are a carrier. 
There is still much that needs to be done with 
AIDS research, yet Congress is still reluctant to 
authorize the funds to the Centers for Disease Control 
or the National Institutes of Health. It does authorize 
some, but nowhere near the amount that scientists 
need to do proper research to find a cure. 
This is why ACT-UP (AIDS Coalition To Unleash 
Power) was formed by Larry Kramer, a well-known 
activist, to make the government move. And it has 
accomplished something. The FDA has announced 
that it will allow a new drug, DDI, to be distributed 
to PWAs who cannot tolerate AZT. The FDA is 
allowing this even though DDI has not been through 
all the laboratory and clinical trials. 
AIDS can be conquered, given enough time, money 
and research. In the meantime, however, it kills. 
PWAs already are under what is basically a sentence 
of death. Do we have to further torture them by 
insinuating that they are not human beings — that 
they are not worthy of being with healthy people? 
AIDS is not easy to get. It is one of the hardest 
diseases around to contract. So there is no reason to 
discriminate against PWAs. AIDS docs not 
discriminate, people do. And while we may not be 
able to cure AIDS at this time, we can cure one of the 
symptoms. We, as a society, can stop discriminating 
against people with AIDS. 
Many people think that AIDS is a "gay disease." 
AIDS is not a gay disease, AIDS is a people disease. 
In fact, gay men currently have the fewest number of 
new cases of any group that statistics are kept for. 
That's because gay men know what preventative 
measures to lake to keep from getting AIDS, while 
heterosexuals think that AIDS cannot harm them. 
This is a myth, one we need to be aware of, one we 
need to dispel. 
In the meantime, however, we have no reason to 
discriminate against PWAs. We have no reason to 
hate aiui cast out those who need our love and support 
the most. 
Andrew Lewis is a sophomore economics major. 
«?..' Costume Rental at.. 
433-2300 
31 Miller Circle 
433-3111 
22 Terry Drive 
We accept  competitors coupons up to $2.00 
in value. 
i 10* COKE 
■ 
j With the purchase of 
I any pizza, our 16 oz. 
[ bottles of Coca-Cola 
I are just 10C. 
j Limit of 4. 
I One coupon per order. 
I Not good with any 






j $1.00 OFF 
This coupon is worth 
$1.00 OFF any one 
item or more medium 
or large pizza 
One coupon per order 









Values to $700 
Now 
3"- $299 00 
IIIUIHs ihn Colnr Your Imagination 
56 S. Main St. 434-8474 9:30 - 5:30 Daily 
M*A*S*H 
Making Alcohol Sensibly Handled 
Alcohol Awareness Week 
October 16-21 
Mon-Fri, Oct 16-21: Come by the table in the 
Union and find out how 
to "MASH" 
i 
Wed, Oct 18,7pm: "Alcohol, Sex, and Stress" 
with Mrs. Mary Peterson in 
Grafton Stovall Theatre 
Thurs, Oct. 19,8pm: MASH Swamp party at the 
Highlands (J Maddies) 
PRESENTED BY: BACCHUS, UPB, AND THE 
ALCOHOL AWARENESS COMMITTEE 
WOULD A $500 BONUS 
INTEREST YOU? 
■■■-: ;,;-.-:■  .      ■■   ■--.■■.-■ 
We are seeking students who would like to 
work this school year and earn a $500 bonus for 
the upcoming summer or for tuition next year! 
For more information, please call 
Andy Kraft at 434-2311, 
f^JtedP** Monday-Friday.       QfLcau* 
mMTTBDJ) STATES ©IF AME1MCA 
FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS 
'*W mm 
_   .... 
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Flippin' burgers 
D-hall workers tell the stories that keep them coming back 
By Mandy Dixon 
staff writer 
Like any worker, Elaine Fridge wanted to 
impress her boss whenever possible. 
So when she saw D-hall's general student 
manager heading her way with a tour group 
during a shift two years ago, she sprang into 
action. Elaine hastily ordered her co-workers 
to take their places at the dishmachine while 
her manager watched proudly. She then gave 
the start button an authoritative kick. 
Just then, Elaine remembers, her holey 
Reebok sneaker got caught. She fell flat on 
her behind in front of her manager, the tour 
group and her snickering co-workers. "I was 
mortified," Elaine says. 
Elaine is one of about 250 students who 
work at D-hall. Most of these, like Elaine, 
have at least one shift they'll never forget. 
From most embarrassing moments to 
moments in the spotlight, D-hall workers 
have seen it all. 
Like senior Missy Biglin, for instance. 
During her first shift as a freshman, Missy 
was responsible for changing garbage bags at 
lunch. Everything was going smoothly, she 
remembers, until a fellow employee ran past 
her and vomited into a trash can. "Do I have 
to touch that?" she remembers asking. 
Senior Mike Johnson had similar luck as a 
cook's aide. During one shift, Mike says, he 
had to clean the downstairs somat, a garbage 
disposal-type machine which was full of 
smelly food that had all been ground 
together. 
"I slipped off the loading dock and fell into 
the dumpster where I'd just emptied the 
somat," Mike says. 
The D-hall student service manager, Lisa 
White, says D-hall provides quite a breeding 
ground for personal anecdotes. "Everybody 
has their own cute little story to tell in 
D-hall." 
So with all these stories, what brings 
workers back each year? 
"A good job and good times," say the 
promotional signs posted strategically all over 
campus, designed to attract incoming 
freshmen to apply. The benefits are plenty, 
with the starting wage at a competitive $4.82 
an hour. Shifts scheduled around classes, the 
chance to meet people and the ability to have 
every other weekend off are other reasons 
students are drawn to D-hall to work. 
Yet another reason is the opportunity for 
advancement. Students can be promoted from 
base level to cook's aide in a matter of 
months and receive a 43-cent raise in the 
process. There is also a year-long training 
program available to students who show 
initiative in their work. This is the manager 
candidate program from which student 
managers are selected each year. 
Senior George Evans   ■■ 
is now a manager 
candidate, but he remembers 
what it was like to work in the 
dreaded pots and pans room 
as a cook's aide. On his first 
shift, things got so backed up 
that he and the other cooks' 
aides were there until almost 10 p.m. 
"When the manager candidates 
and student managers finally 
came up to help, I just wanted 
to shoot them," he says. "All I 
wanted to do was finish up my last 
five to 10 minutes by myself. Instead, our 
'supermanager' had to come help us," 
George says. 
Although this shift is one George would 
rather forget, some workers remember shifts 
because they were exciting. 
Assistant manager Howard Flanery worked 
such a shift last month when an electrical fire 
broke out under the steam tables in the burger 
line. 
"That was the night," Flanery says, calling 
cook's aide Geoff Good a "hero" for putting 
out the flames. Geoff, a senior, admits, "For 
a second, I didn't think I was going to 
contain it." 
The hamburger line was the center of 
attention earlier that same week when 
Contract Dining Director Hank Moody traded 
in his tie for an apron in order to flip burgers. 
Double-takes were common as Moody rolled 
up his sleeves and helped the shorthanded 
crew. 
Another full-timer student at D-hall, Carla 
Culley, was not as enthusiastic about helping 
out last year at the Macy's Day Parade 
Dinner. "We had pots and pans stacked up 
everywhere," she remembers. 
Senior Mary Wiggins has similar memories 
of the Lobster Dinner she worked last year. 
"We were there until 10:30 or 11 [p.m.]," 
she says. "There was a lot of chaos." 
Junior Heather Stallman also remembers a 
chaotic shift She was preparing calzones 
when another worker accidentally spilled a 
soda into the batter. She had to start from 
scratch. "It was such a fiasco," Heather says. 
Even so, Heather keeps coming back to 
work, as do most workers at D-hall. Instead 
of looking back on the more stressful shifts 
with anger, they tell the stories with laughter 
and a sense of pride. H jgr 
Junior Eric Walter, perhaps, is the best        {twflj; 
example. He worked a chili and cheese nacho  •.+., 
shift last year when the cook's aide kept 
spilling food all over the place. 
"There are still stains on my shoes," he 
says, proudly lifting up a sneaker. 
r- ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.l.1.,.,.,.,.'.,.,.\v.v.v.-.v.v.-.-..     '•'• 
Staff graphic by STEPHEN ROUNTREE 
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Motorcycle Rider Skills 
Training at Blue Ridge 
Community College 
r MOTORCYCLE RIDER COURSE - $35" 
20 hours o( classroom/driving range instruction for beginners. 
Motorcycles provided by Early's Cycle Center, Jeff's Cycles, Shenk 
Honda & Valley Kawasaki. 
_^_ BLUE RIDGE 
-v   Community College 
Call 234-9261 
Enrollment is limited. Register now for the ride of your life. 
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Institution 
Paid tor by Virginia Rider Training Program 
HELP WANTED 
The following positions are 
available through the Virginia 
Work Study Program: 
O 
rx 
Student Case Manager/Receptionist 





Valley Wellness Center  
$3.35/hour 
10-15 hrs/week 
Qualifications: Must be Virginia 
residents, have a financial need (must 
have a Financial Aid Form on file). 
have a 2.Q gpa and be at least at a 
sophomore level. 
Applications/Information 
available bv contacting: 
Regina Pollard 
Financial Aid Office 
STUDENTS, PARENTS, & FACULTY, 
WE WELCOME YOU TO GREEN VALLEY'S 
FALL FESTIVAL OF BOOKS 
 BOOK IFAIE 
SatOctl4 (9-5pm) 
SunOctl5 (12-5pm) 
Green Valley Book Barn and Country Gallery. Located 2 miles east of Mt. Crawford, VA. 1-81, exit 61   (Approx 5 
miles south of JMU.) Turn east on Rd. 682. Go 11/2 miles to Rd. 681. Turn left 1/2 mile to sale. Signs posted 
Our new books will be restocked with many titles unavailable last weekend! This will be a good weekend to 
shop for new books at the Book Fair. But, our feature this weekend is old books, and among our 25,000 old books 
you'll find Civil War, Virginiana, Americana, Religion, our finest selection of used cookbooks ever gardening 
crafts, sports, nature, leather bound books, photography, medicine, sets of books, biographies, military fiction over 
1000 children's books, literature, American Heritage, politics, etc., etc. A few of the titles you'll find are- Scharf s 
"History of Western Maryland," Williams' "History of Frederick County, Md." (bindings poor), Goodhart's "Historv 
of Loudoun County Rangers," "Pennsylvania Railroad," by Sipes 1875, Rice's "Shenandoah Pottery " Laura Hales "4 
Valiant Years" (signed first edition), Dabney's "Jackson," Jones' "Reminiscinces of Lee," lackson's "Enelkh 
Goldsmiths and Marks," Beer's "Old Colonial System," "Notes on Blackstone's Commentaries " Winchester 1826 
Wayland's "History of Rockingham County," Wayland's "Stonewall Jackson's Way," "Clarke's Commentarv" ik 
leather volumes), etc., etc   You'll also find BAE's, books on music including "International Library of MusicNet 
fine set of "Library of Southern Literature," several genealogy books, including McCluer, Phelps-Marsh!lI 
Shuffelton, etc There will be a large lot of mysteries and sci-fi, plus other fiction including Zane Grey Boys and 
Girls Series, westerns, first edition, etc. We'll have a good selection of old hymn books, old family Bibles sheet 
music, some old magazine, used paperbacks, etc, etc! This will be a great weekend to attend the Book Fair- elf „ 
there! Call (703) 434-8849 after 7 PM for more info. The New Life Gospel Church fiSmmSSSSSST. S 
book sale outside the Country Gallery, weather permitting. ? W*nandaah will hold a used 
RECORD  1 AIR    OCTOBER  21-22 
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Freshmen slowly adjusting to JMU as home 
By Erlka White 
staff writer  
Dorothy from the "Wizard of Oz" 
may say, "There's no place like home," 
but many of this year's freshmen arc 
slowly, after six weeks of campus life, 
making JMU their new home. 
After a quick poll of 58 freshmen, 27 
miss their family and friends the most. 
But four seem to be making the 
adjustment quite easily, saying they 
miss nothing at all. 
The second greatest thing freshmen 
miss is the home cooking, although 
occasional care packages from home 
always help. Freshman Allison Walty 
says, "The food is pretty good [here]," 
although she admits it still doesn't 
replace her mother's. 
Freshman Lorrie Peyton, a Hillside 
resident, says she misses "peace and 
quiet'' more than anything. "Although 
the dorm is basically quiet, it 
sometimes gets rowdy," she says. 
Some freshmen are still hanging on 
to a boyfriend or girlfriend back home. 
Audrey Guirguis, a Dingledine resident 
whose boyfriend attends Liberty 
University, says, "I miss [my 
boyfriend] a lot, but he visits me more 
than I thought he would be able to." 
The thing the 58 miss least from 
home is sleep. 
They also say having a roommate 
and the dorm setting were the most 
difficult things to adapt to. 
Another big adjustment is having to 
be totally responsible for themselves, 
especially having no one to check up 
on school progress. Many feel forced 
to improve their study habits, having 
never polished them in high school. 
Rhett Bigler, a Garber resident, says 
"When I came here, I had a little 
trouble budgeting my time. Now, I 
just try to set aside a time that I am 
definitely going to do my homework." 
Also puzzling to this year's freshmen 
class is not having mom to clean their 
dirty rooms. 
Many of the females dislike having 
to share a bathroom with up to 20 
other people, the situation in Eagle 
Hall. 
Add budgeting time, tough classes 
and money concerns to the list of 
adjustments. In addition to academics, 
college students are learning to live on 
college budgets. 
One lesson for freshman Jill Barone 
is the realization that she often finds 
herself alone among strangers. "You 
walk into a room and you don't know 
anyone there," she says. 
College may mean big changes, but 
some agreed they noticed things that 
made their adaptation easier. 
Having a compatible roommate tops 
the list. Freshman Michael Pickering, 
a Garber resident, says "Not having my 
roommate try to kill me or me kill 
him" was all he needed to get along 
with his roommate. 
Many say they made the college 
adjustment quite well, mostly due to 
JMU's friendly atmosphere. They think 
people in the dorm made them feel 
more relaxed. 
This partly can be attributed to the 
hall programs and guidance by the 
resident advisers. Jocelyn Simmons, a 
Wine-Price RA, says she became 
prepared for any adjustment problems 
through RA training. By the time the 
freshmen arrived, "We had a lot of 
social activities to get people to know 
each other," she says. 
Another RA in Wine-Price, Ingrid 
Wallace, says, "We are supposed to be 
counselors, but sometimes we just 
need to be friends." 
Wallace says she's had to deal with 
freshmen on everything from 
homesickness to family death and 
sexual problems. Alcohol abuse, 
though, hasn't been a problem, she 
says. 
Still, for some, the move to JMU 
was an easy one. Freshman Kelly 
Murphy says moving to JMU wasn't 
"hard at all because I've moved around 
a lot." 
And, freshman Jon Decatur seems to 
be having no problem learning the 
ropes of JMU. Basically, "It's a lot 
more fun than back home," he says. 





.SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14 
ALL STUDENTS GET 
20% OFF 
STOREWIDE 
Dukes Plaza 434-1541 
Come join our gang at.... 
RESTAURANT AND DELICATESSEN 
Deli • Gourmet Foods • Imported Cheeses 
All Legal Beverages 
Catering Service - 434-7647      Take Our Orders 
60 WEST WATER ST. • HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA 
;ik....ii:» mum t        > .. . * \ i S * 11 i i . 111 , * 111 
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Chariots of Fire (PG) — Grafton-Stovall 
Theatre, 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. 
Dead Poets Society (PG) — Valley 
Mall Loews Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 4:45 
p.m., 7:10 p.m., 9:40 p.m. 
Black Rain (R) — Valley Mall Loews Theatres, 
1:30 p.m., 4:15 p.m., 7 p.m., 9:25 p.m. 
Parenthood (PG-13) — Valley Mall Loews 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 4:30 p.m.. 7 p.m., 
9:15 p.m. 
Sea of Love (R) — Valley Mall Loews 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 5:15 p.m., 7:30 
p.m., 9:45 p.m. 
An Innocent Man (R) —Loews Theatres, 
7 p.m., 9:25 p.m. 
Millennium (PG-13) — Loews Theatres, 7:30 
p.m., 9:30 p.m. 
Kick Boxer (R) — Loews Theatres, 7:35 p.m., 
9:30 p.m. 
FR1DAY_ 
Bird (R) —Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m., 
9:30 p.m. 
Dead Poets Society (PG) — Valley Mall Loews 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 4:45 p.m., 7:10 p.m., 
9:40 p.m. 
Black Rain (R) — Valley Mall Loews Theatres, 
1:30 p.m., 4:15 p.m., 7 p.m.. 9:25 p.m. 
Parenthood (PG-13) — Valley Mall Loews 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 7 p.m., 
9:15 p.m. 
Sea of Love (R) — Valley Mall Loews Theatres, 
1:30 p.m., 5:15 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 9:45 p.m. 
An Innocent Man (R) —Loews Theatres, 
7 p.m., 9:25 p.m. 
Millennium (PG-13) — Loews Theatres, 7:30 
p.m., 9:30 p.m. 
Kick Boxer (R) — Loews Theatres, 7:35 p.m., 
9:30 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
Bird (R) —Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m., 
9:30 p.m. 
Dead Poets Society (PG) — Valley Mall Loews 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 4:45 p.m., 7:10 p.m 
9:40 p.m. 
Black Rain (R)— Valley Mall Loews Theatres, 
1:30 p.m.. 4:15 p.m.. 7 p.m., 9:25 p.m. 
Parenthood (PG-13) — Valley Mall Loews 
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 4:30 p.m., 7 p.m., 
9:15 p.m. 
Sea of Love (R) — Valley Mall Loews Theatres, 
1:30 p.m., 5:15 p.m., 7:30 p.m.. 9:45 p.m. 
An Innocent Man (R) — Loews Theatres. 3:30 
p.m., 7 p.m., 9:25 pjn. 
Millennium (PG-13) — Loews Theatres. 3:30 
p.m.. 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 9:30 p.m. 
Kick Boxer (R) _ Loews Theatres, 3:30 p.m 
5:30 p.m.. 7:35 p.m.. 9:30 p.m. 
"I love to perform! I felt 
and confident on si 
I decided at the la 
minute to auditio 
and I really had 
fun with it." 
Meredith Vakerics 
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auditioning for 
necoming 






A girl in white tap shoes danced around 
on stage and checked her costume. 
Two guys strummed their guitars and adjusted 
their chairs. 
A girl picked up the microphone on stage while 
her accompanist played a few notes on the piano. 
These students were just part of the 12 acts that 
auditioned Monday night for the University 
Program Board's Homecoming Review. The 
auditions were held in the PC Ballroom by the 
Special Events Committee of the UPB. 
Joe Clement, Special Events Committee 
chairman, said, "We really found what we were 
in the auditions. They went very well since there 
was a great variety of performances." 
Freshmen Mike Sweeney and Bill Rouck played 
blues and folk songs on acoustic guitars for their 
audition. 
"We're just a couple of guys sitting on bar stools 
playing songs and telling jokes," Sweeney said. 
"We perform because we love attention and we 
love to have a good time. I hope we make the 
Homecoming Review because it will be good 
exposure and it will be fun playing for a large 
audience." 
Junior Meredith Vakerics performed a novelty 
song and tap dance called "I Can Do That" from the 
Broadway musical "A Chorus Line" for her 
audition. 
"I love to perform!" Vakerics said. "1 felt excited 
and confident on stage. I decided at the last minute 
to audition and I really had fun with it." 
Sophomore Brandy Cruthird and Senior Darlena 
Ricks felt a little more nervous. They sang a duet 
love ballad a cappella. 
"I was kind of nervous because Brandy sang a 
different part from what we had practiced," Ricks 
said. "It helped that we didn't know anyone in the 
audience." 
The performances were judged on originality, 
content, overall talent, and how well-rehearsed they 
were. The judges consisted of the 26 members 
who belong to the Special Events Committee. 
Sophomore Whitney McBee, a member of the 
Special Events Committee, said.'T'm looking for 
acts that would interest me if I were in the audience 
for the actual show." 
Another judge, freshman Trella Randolph, said, 
"Originality is a very important factor to me. 
Unique acts really add to the show and make it 
look nice." 
"It will be tough to pick the six or seven acts 
which will make the show because everyone who 
tried out deserved to be in it," Clement said 
Results will be announced later in the week. 
jer 
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WHAT A GREAT DEAL 
[" 2 Ribeye Dinners, Only «*"] 
I    Offer includes a tender, charbroiled Ribeye, your choice of 
I   potato, plus our all-you-can-eat FRESHTASTIKS* Food Bar,    | 
featuring fresh salads, soups, breads, desserts and more. 
I Coupon good only at participating BONANZA Family 
|_ Restaurants^ JXPIRES HWM»J 
BONANZA. 
When? The Extras Don't Cost Extra. 
829 E. Market St., Harrisonburg 434-1278 
FIRST CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN 
315 SOUTH DOGWOOD DRIVE 
(located next to the Westover City Park) 
434-8288 
Church School - - 9:30am 
Worship - - 10:30am 
Dr. J.D. Glick 
■pastor 
Call if you want a ride, 
Xi\ty Learning Systems isoBeringtheir 
Business Education Library directly to you - previously 
available   only    to  Fortune   500   in-house training 
participants or to students admitted to the country's top 




The Business Education Library consists of 4 packages 
each with their own text and computer-assisted tutorials. 
We are especially proud of our two new releases: 
%/ The Financial Accounting Cycle 
• Capital Budgeting 
Author: Robert N. Holt, Ph.D., C.P.A. 
Darden Graduate School 
For more information, please complete this card and return it to 
Ivy Learning Systems. 
NAME   
ADDRESS 
CITY  
STATE   ZIP 
? JMU DUKES i 









1:30pm JMU Stadium J 
Parent Tickets $10.00   * 
Date Tickets $5.00     J 










Featuring the 1989-90 
JMU Men's 
Basketball Team 





TEAM SLAM DUNK CONTEST and 
3-POINT SHOOT OUT plus SCRIMMAGE 
FREE T-SHIRTS TO 1st 900 STUDENTS 
at the Student Entrance (Gate E) 










P.O. Box 5124, Charlottesville, Virginia 22905 
* The Joshua Wilton House Inn and Restaurant 
Passing through the door of Jothua Wilton I louse Inn and Restaurant, you 11 feel ai 
though you're taking a Mep back into history, for Joshua Wilton House is a 100 year old 
Historical Landmark. 
Restoration of this fine old house has been centered around the preservation of as much 
of the original architecture u possible to create this elegantly appointed Inn and restaurant. 
The Inn features Bed and Breakfast with S bedrooms that have been decorated and 
furnished with beautiful antiques reminiscent of the 1890 period when Joshua Wilton House 
was built. Overnight guests will be treated to a sumptuous country breakfast. 
Casual dining in an elegant atmosphere! 
The restaurant will have 3 dining rooms that will seat 16 to 24 people each. Two of the 
dining rooms will have fireplaces and the third is a sunroom. In the summer months the 
terraced garden will lend itself to outdoor dining. 
Craig and Bert Moore are noted throughout the Shenandoah Valley for their excellent 
cuisine featuring culinary delights made with French sauces, mouth-watering seafood 
specialties, and homemade breads and desserts. 
The restaurants are open for dinner Tuesday through Thursday 5:30 to 9:00 p. m., Friday 
and Saturday 5:30 to 10:00 p. m. Lunch will be served Tuesday through Friday from 11:30 
a. m. to 2:00 p. m. Reserv.uons are suggested in the Joshua Wilton House restaurants. 
412 S. Main Street, Harrisonburg, VA 
434-4464 
. i,   J •     i i 111 
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SPORTS 
Upset-minded American falls 1-0 in OT 
By Eric Vazzana 
staff writer 
Before the start of this year's soccer 
campaign. Dukes' head coach Tom 
in said he would be satisfied if his 
illclub could get to its final eight 
Straight home games with a winning 
Martin's troops entered yesterday's 
ntest with the American University 
agles boasting an 8-1-2 mark and 
tady  to begin  their long-awaited 
amestand. The Dukes were able to 
vercome a lethargic performance and 
tough play of the upset-minded 
jles to post their third victory since 
eir heartbreaking 2-1 overtime loss to 
UVa two weeks ago. 
Chris Simon's five-yard blast with 
just under 11 minutes left to play in the 
final overtime provided the winning 
margin and sent the senior captain 
racing up the soccer hill and into the 
arms of one of a number of enthusiastic 
JMU supporters. 
The effects of playing eight of their 
first 11 games on the road and having 
their last six games decided by one-goal 
margins was evident as the Dukes 
appeared flat and listless throughout the 
game. Add to this the absence of the 
team's second leading scorer, Ricky 
Engelfried, apd an injury to freshman 
Scott Davis, and the Dukes were 
fortunate to escape with the win. 
Martin said the emotional level of his 
team is the key to its on-field success, 
and when injuries prevent top players 
from performing, the whole team takes 
on a different attitude. 
"We played well today when we 
played with emotion," Martin said. 
"We're a team that plays on emotion, 
and a lot of times that shows in the 
urgency and intensity of our play. 
"We were flat today. And 1 think 
Ricky and Scott being injured and 
questionable today had a lot to do with 
that." 
The injuries forced Martin to shuffle 
his lineup, and in the process, he had to 
move Simon from the midfield to 
attack, thus limiting the Trinidad 
native's ability to get outside and utilize 
his speed. Martin used 16 different 
players in an attempt to find the right 
combinations. 
Despite playing less than inspiring 
soccer and having to do it without key 
performers, the Dukes not only came 
up with a  victory  but added  the 
overtime drama to the contest. Senior 
Mike Cafiero, who has been 
instrumental in the success of this 
year's team, has noticed the trend of 
late-game heroics. 
"We have a habit of doing it this 
year, of just pulling it out in the last 
10 to 15 minutes," Cafiero said. "I 
think a lot of it has to do with our 
fitness in the preseason. They may have 
had better technical players, but I think 
our heart and fitness pulled this one 
out." 
The win pushes JMU's Colonial 
Athletic Association record to 4-0-1 and 
moves it closer to an Oct. 28 
showdown with William and Mary. The 
Tribe stands alone at the lop of the 
CAA with a 2-0 record, while JMU 
remains tied for second with George 
Mason, which kept pace yesterday with 
a win over Navy. 
Midnight practice provides parents with 
first glimpse at the Dukes of '89-90 
Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN 
JMU's Pat Burke [right] battles In the air with an American defender In 
tf ? Dukes' 1-0 overtime victory. JMU is now 9-1-2 on ths season. 
Many JMU parents may not get a 
chance to see any of the sold-out 
regular season men's basketball 
games this year, but Saturday night 
some of them will be able to cheer 
for the purple and gold from the 
bleachers of the Convocation Center. 
The team opens preseason practice 
with a 12:01 a.m., Oct. 15 workout 
— the first minute college teams are 
allowed to practice under NCAA 
rules. Lefty Driescll began this 
tradition last season as he conducted 
his first practice as head coach at 
JMU. Last year, however, the event 
fell during fall break, when much of 
the student body was off campus. 
Saturday's practice is being 
coordinated with several other events 
during the Parents' Weekend 
program. 
At 10:30 p.m., a by-reservation- 
only gathering of parents will kick 
off the "midnight madness." A pep 
band, the Duke Dog, the Dukettes 
and the cheerleaders will be present 
to start the festivities. Steve 
Buckhantz, sports director at 
WTTG-TV in Washington, D.C. and 
a JMU alumnus, will serve as 
master of ceremonies throughout the 
night The practice is scheduled to 
include a dunking contest, a 
three-point shooting contest and an 
intra -squad scrimmage. 
According to Glenda Rooney of 
the university advancement office, 
950 tickets were sold for the event in 
advance, which was sold out three 
weeks ago. Response has been 
"overwhelming. It far exceeded our 
expectations," Rooney said. She also 
estimated that 95 percent of those 
who will be attending the 
pre-practice party are parents and 
students of JMU. 
Rooney said that both JMU's 
coach and team are excited about 
incorporating the kickoff of the 
season with Parents' Weekend. 
"It basically resulted out of a 
brainstorming session. We realized 
that coach Driesell had had the 
tradition of practicing at midnight, 
and in an effort to support that 
effort, we elected not to have the 
large concert that we normally have 
had, and to go with something 
around the basketball practice." 
Rooney said. 
The pre-practice party for 
ticketholders will begin at 10:30 
p.m. in a reception room at the 
Convo. From 11 p.m. to 11:20 
p.m., the gymnastics team will hold 
an exhibition. 
Entrances A, D and E of the 
Convocation Center will open to the 
public at 11:30 p.m. There is no 
admission fee. Events are scheduled 
to conclude at 1 a.m. 
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Green coaches Xs and Os of drinking 
By John R. Craig 
staff writer  
\ 
Picture this — a burly football 
player and petite cheerleader standing 
side by side, as they are coached in a 
chugging contest. Sound ridiculous? It 
actually happened. And the cheerleader 
won. 
And last month, every athlete on 
campus had the same coach — a 
drinking coach — for about an hour. 
As part of an educational program 
developed by the College of Health and 
Human Services, all intercollegiate 
athletes, trainers and coaches assembled 
in Grafton-Stovall Theatre to hear the 
off-beat message of recovering 
alcoholic Mark Green. 
A former college football player and 
coach at West Chester University, 
Green didn't spout a lot of statistics or 
overused phrases like "Just Say No." 
Instead, he told the audience he was 
going to be straightforward and told of 
his first-hand experiences with alcohol. 
"I can't play football anymore 
because my eligibility is up," Green 
told the audience. "Same thing with 
drinking. I made a better step. I 
thought to myself, 'I'm getting out of 
the freaking chair and I'm coming out 
and telling you how to drink.'" 
It took Green five years to get 
through college because of 
alcohol-related problems, and in an 
interview after the program. Green told 
of how he met his wife Donna, a nurse 
— ironically, in a bar — and how he 
still could be social without alcohol. 
"She was with the nurses and they 
were raising hell," Green recalled. "I 
waved and she waved, and I said, "What 
are you drinking?' and she said, 'A 
Russian Qualude', and she said, 'What 
are you drinking?' and I said, Perrier 
water.' She laughed and said "What are 
you, an alcoholic?' and I said, 'Yeah I 
am.'" 
Now, Green shares his knowledge 
with many teams, both college and 
professional. 
"There wasn't a program developed 
for these type of kids," Green said 
about his special programs for athletes. 
"Everybody's saying, "Well forget 
about them because you can't reach 
them anyway.' I think that's bull. I 
mean they're still going to get in cars 
and they're still going to drink. 
"Some of them are just starling to 
drink now. So I come in and teach 
them some responsible attitudes about 
alcohol." 
Green began his talk by asking all 
the coaches in the audience to get up 
and leave so the athletes would feel 
more comfortable to respond freely 
during the discussion. 
After the coaches left, Green 
surveyed the audience members about 
Boozin' it up 
Occasions students are most apt to drink. 
When training camp is over 
The first week back 
A tailgate party 
Thursdays 
Saturdays 
Monday Night Football 
Homecoming 
The World Series 
A formal 
Halloween 




After the last final 
When grades come out 
Christmas vacation 
New Year's Eve 
Super Bowl Sunday 
Home Basketball Games 
NCAA bids 
St. Patrick's Day 
A snow day 
Valentine's Day 
Because no snow day 
Spring Break 
Spring fling 
Spring football game 
A frat party 
A birthday 
Senior week 
Memorial Day weekend 
July 4 weekend 
Labor Day weekend 
Pay days 
A bachelor party 
A bachelorette party 
A wedding 
A fight with your boyfriend or girlfriend 
And four times in the calendar when you just say, 
"I'm ooinq to qet drunk." 
their drinking habits. After the 
audience responded to questions about 
their alcohol practices. Green told then 
that when people get drunk they can 
accept it, but they don't call it an 
alcohol problem. He even got the 
athletes to laugh at themselves and 
realize if they get drunk they have a 
problem, no matter what the degree. 
Green also has spoken at UVa and 
Virginia Tech as part of his circuit. 
And he said his message is hitting 
right where it should. 
"I don't think there are as many drugs 
in Virginia schools like [JMU] as 
some of the other ones," Green said. 
"You go to [a place like] Philadelphia, 
and you're going to see at Temple or 
Staff graphic by JENNIFER ROSE 
Villanova or St. John's a higher ratio 
of alcohol and drugs. Here, I think the 
kids are basically still using alcohol, 
which is good." 
The JMU health education sessions 
are the brain-child of Athletic Training 
Curriculum Director Herb Amato. 
There will be two more sessions this 
semester and three more in the spring 
on other health-related topics. 
Nutritional supplements, the next 
program, is slated for Oct. 16, 
followed by a steroids program in 
November. 
Of those in attendance, 25 percent 
filled out a questionnaire, and most felt 
he was entertaining and a had a good 
message, according to Amato. 
JMU Athletic Director Dean Ehlers 
agreed with the message Green brought 
to campus. 
"Our youngsters have put too much 
glamour in drinking," Ehlers said. "I 
don't mind people drinking ... but I 
get the impression that we just drink 
to get hammered. Somehow we need to 
stop that." 
As part of the program, Green had a 
mock chugging game with four 
audience members. Basketball player 
Kerry Gilmore, cheerleader Kim Webb, 
trainer Buddy Hiatt and football player 
Garrett Washington all lined up in 
front of the stage and were told to turn, 
grab the cup and "drink as fast as you 
can." All complied, while not one of 
them asked what was in the cup. 
The drinks were revealed to be Diet 
Cokes, but Green pointed out that 
athletes, especially, have to be aware 
of what's in their cup and to get a fresh 
drink if they leave it unattended. He 
said there have been too many cases of 
posioning of athletes at parties. 
Above all, he cautioned, everyone 
needs to have a way out if they don't 
want to drink. 
He does a similar program with 
elementary schools and high schools, a 
small part of his circuit. With the 
children's program he performs a 
variation of the chugging contest. 
"I tell them, 'I'm going to put some 
x magic stuff in your hand and when I 
count to three, if it's in your hand 
you're going to pop it in your mouth 
and chew it. It's going to make you 
faster, stronger, quicker.' At all six 
schools [the week before visiting 
JMU] every one of the kids did it. The 
teachers were shocked." 
He warned that athletes are a type of 
hero, like it or not. 
"How many people open that sports 
page first?" Green asked. "You look for 
who won yesterday and what went on. 
It's like really two distinct parts of the 
paper. One is that front page and the 
other is the sports section." 
Ehlers' echoes the sentiments. "I 
think society expects them to be 
[image people]. They expect you to act 
better, to talk better, to dress better and 
if you're found to be involved in 
anything they're going to judge you 
very harshly because they expect that 
old All-American image." 
Green said that if anybody is going 
to drink that they should limit it to 
two drinks an hour. 
"Staying sober and just believing in 
something has really helped out a lot," 
Green reflected on his own problems 
with alcohol. "Other people think 
'Hey, he's got something to say that's 
OK."' 
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Field    hockey   team 
suffers 1-0 defeat 
The William and Mary field hockey 
team scored one goal in the first half 
against JMU and held on to win 1-0 in 
Williamsburg yesterday afternoon. 
William and Mary outshot the Dukes 
11-5 in the win. JMU goalie Laura 
Knapp had six saves as her team's 
record went to 4-7-1 overall, 2-2 in the 
South Atlantic Conference. 
Volleyball team wins 
two of three on road 
The JMU women's volleyball team 
defeated Georgia Tech and Furman last 
weekend in Atianta to up its record to 
4-17. The Dukes lost to 
Alabama-Birmingham Saturday. 
Staff photo by SCOTT TRIBBLE 
Andrew Cannon attempts the high jump in Sunday's Intramural meet. 
Intramural Track and Field Meet Results 
EVENT Men Women 
Long Jump Vemon Talley 20'4.5" Tiffany Kingham 10'10" 
Shot put Dion Fox 52'5" PamMassey31'0" 
Triple jump Vemon Talley 39'11.5" Cynthia Carter 24'0" 
High jump Dwayne Hayes 6'0" Cynthia Carter 4'8" 
Discus Tommy Duke 148'8" Keri Hargrave 65'9" 
100 meter MikeRagin 11.0 Karrin Ellis 15.01 
200 meter Mike Ragin 22.69 Stephanie Wenzel 31.43 
400 meter Rich Kelly 54.8 Lisa Cox 1:13.03 
800 meter Steve Kirchner 2:10.78 Stephanie Wenzel 3:14.22 
1500 meter ToddCerino 4:38.91 Cynthia Hines 5:52.19 
400m relay The Boys 44.2 Sigma Kappa 1.04.63 
1600m relay Lambda Chi 4:09.18 ZTA 6:44.41 
55 meter not run Cynthia Carter 9.47 
Men's champions Women's champions 
University Championship University            Championship 
1. The Boys 1. Lambda Chi l.ZTA                 l.ZTA 
2. Lambda Chi 2. Chi Phi 2. Sigma Kappa   2. Sigma Kappa 
3. Chi Phi i. Kappa Sigma 3. AST               3. AST 
4. Kappa Sigma    - 1. Theta Chi 4. BSU                4. BSU 
5. Theta Chi 5. Pi Kappa Phi 
6. Pi Kappa Phi 5. BSU 
7. BSU 7. Shorts 
8. Shorts t. Sigma Nu 
9. Sigma Nu ). Sigma Pi 
Towson   State   Tigers 
Location: Towson, Md. 
Enrollment:   9,600 
Conference: 
Independent, Div. I-AA 
1988 Record:  5-5 
1989 Record: 1-4 
Head Coach: 
Phil   Albert 
Albert's   Record: 
113-68-3 
Last Week: 
Beat Bucknell,   29-23 
Series   Meeting: 
JMU leads 7-4-1 
Offense:   Pro I 
Defense:  3-4 
After a week off, JMU meets 
Towson State this weekend just as 
the Tigers' offense is kicking into 
gear. 
The Tigers got their first win of 
the year last week as they stopped 
Bucknell behind a solid air attack led 
by junior quarterback Rick Marsilio. 
In his second straight start, Marsilio 
completed 16 of 27 for 288 yards and 
two touchdowns. In his two games 
leading the offense, Marsilio is 38 of 
66 for 650 yards and five 
touchdowns. 
Marsilio replaced Chris Goetz as 
signal-caller after four losses, 
including two to Division II 
schools, 15 fumbles and eight 
interceptions. 
Goetz has thrown for over 5,000 
yards in his career including two 
touchdown passes and 279 yards last 
year against JMU in Towson. The 
Tigers crushed JMU 34-6 in 1988 
but have won on just one of their 
last six trips to Harrisonburg. 
In the backfield, Towson lost Dave 
Meggett, who now plays for the 
New York Giants, but has two 
running backs that split time. 
Sophomores Randy Nelson and 
Robbie Jackson combined for 194 
yards against Bucknell. Nelson has 
232 yards on 40 carries for the 
season, and Jackson has 286 yards 
on 61. 
JMU defensive coordinator Jim 
Pletcher scouted the Tigers last 
Saturday during the Dukes' week off 
and said Towson could be hitting on 
all cylinders. 
"Unfortunately for us it looks like 
they're getting their offense 
together," Pletcher said. "They've 
switched quarterbacks and they've got 
a mini-Meggett [Jackson] in there .. 
. and he had a pretty good game for 
them the other night," 
The Tigers have four players with 
14 or more receptions. Flanker Mike 
Smith leads the charge with four 
touchdowns on 23 catches. Against 
the Dukes in 1988, Smith caught 
two touchdowns of 64 yards and 11 
yards. 
On the Tigers defensive unit, 
noseguard Rodney Smith anchors the 
team. He has amassed 55 tackles, 10 
for losses, and six sacks on the 
season. 
The Dukes will try to counter the 
attack with a defense that has 
allowed an average of 285 yards per 
game but let Liberty rack up over 
300 yards passing two weeks ago. 
Eupton Jackson has 49 tackles this 
season, 28 unassisted, and three 
fumble recoveries, two interceptions 
and two blocked kicks. 
Offensively, two injured Dukes are 
listed as questionable for Saturday. 
Halfback/flanker Leon Taylor 
sprained his knee Sept. 16 and guard 
Chris Schellhammer sprained his 
foot the week before the Liberty 
game. 
Taylor scored the Dukes' lone 
touchdown last year against Towson 
on a 56-yard run from scrimmage. 
Taylor had a career-high 93 yards 
rushing in the game. 
The Dukes-have faced a number of 
passing teams early in the season 
and Saturday should prove to be 
another air attack. 
JMU's offense has sputtered in 
recent weeks. They've scored just 
two touchdowns in each of the their 
last two games. Opponents use the 
second and third quarters to score the 
majority of their points while JMU 
has allowed just three points this 
season in the first quarter. 
Fullback Greg Medley is JMU's 
leading ground-gainer, with 384 
yards on 77 carries. Back-up 
quarterback Eriq Williams is JMU's 
second leading rusher, with 167 
yards on 29 carries. 
"It's finally nice to take the show 
off the road and put it in the home 
stadium," Pletcher said. "We've 
always played well at home and 
we're looking forward to being in 
front of a big crowd this Saturday.'' 
The Dukes have won four of the 
last five times they've played after an 
open date on their schedule. 
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(upcoming events in JMU sports) 
FOOTBALL 
Saturday — Towson State at 
JMU, 1:30 p.m. 
BASEBALL 
Saturday — Alumni exhibition, 
1 p.m. 
FIELD   HOCKEY 
Friday   —   JMU   at   Loyola 
[Baltimore], 3 p.m. 
SOCCER 
Saturday — Virginia Tech at 
JMU, 2 p.m. 
MEN'S   TENNIS 
Friday-Sunday — JMU in State 
Championships [Charlottesville] 
WOMEN'S   TENNIS 
Saturday-Sunday — JMU vs. 
Virginia Tech, George Washington 
and West Virginia [Morgantown, 
W.Va.1 
MEN'S   CROSS   COUNTRY 




Saturday — JMU in Virginia State 
Championships [Williamsburg] 
WOMEN'S    VOLLEYBALL 
Today — JMU at Virginia Tech, 
7:30 p.m. 
MEN'S      AND      WOMEN'S 
SWIMMING  AND DIVING 
Saturday — JMU in Penn State 
Invitational Diving Meet [University 
Park, Pa] 
ACTIVITIES  — 
ROLLERSKATE   NIGHT   — 
There will be a roller-skate night at 
Skatetown USA Oct. 19 from 7:30 
p.m. to 10 p.m. Admission is free 
with a JMU ID. Skate rentals are 
available. 
TABLE TENNIS — The sign-up 
deadline for the intramural table 
tennis tournament is Oct. 18 at noon 
in Godwin 213. Play begins Oct. 
19. 
CROSS  COUNTRY — There 
will be an intramural cross country 
meet Oct. 22. Check-in time for 
women will be 2:30 p.m. on the 
Hanson field. Check-in time for men 
is 3 p.m. on the Hanson field. 
CLUB   SPORTS   SCHEDULE 
Men's Rugby — Saturday, 
William and Mary at JMU, 1 p.m. 
Women's Rugby — Saturday, 
Virginia Tech at JMU, 11 a.m. 
Coed Field Hockey — Oct. 18, 
JMU at Lynchburg, 4:30 p.m. 
Women's Soccer — Oct. 20, 
JMU at West Va. Wesleyan, 3:30 
p.m. 
INTRAMURAL   RESULTS  — 
The winners of the women's Softball 
championships was the Diamond 
Dukettes. The team defeated BSU in 
the finals 14-2 and 5-0. 
CLUB  RESULTS — 
Men's Rugby — George Mason 
12, JMU 7 
Women's Soccer — Va. Tech 4, 
JMU 2 
Women's   Rugby   — JMU  8, 
Long wood 3 
Coed Water Polo — JMU 15, 
VMI7 
Know something we don't? Call Sports at x6709! 
JMU 
Show your spirit - 
{ 
support the DUKES!! 
FmtS&eM proa® ®m£ [°fe&* siypipllllos 
Football jersey $18.99 
Rain poncho $4.99 
Selected umbrellas $8.95 
Assorted stadium cushions $5.50 - $9.95 
with chair back $15.95 
Folding table $19.99 
Napkins (20) $3.25 
Tailgate picnic box $69.99 
Foldingchairs $59.99 
Coasters (4) $7.99 
Tailgate Parties cookbook $6.95 
4k 
At Ashbv Ciossing 
pirfeTfor students. Comevis.t today. 
860 
(703) 432-1001 pan Republic Road 
m 
Picks of the Week, 
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Games of the Week 
College 
Maryland at Wake Forest 
Michigan at Michigan State 
Indiana at Ohio State 
Penn State at Syracuse 
UCLA at Arizona 
Pro 
Washington at N.Y. Giants 
New England at Atlanta 
Seattle at San Diego 
Kansas City at L.A. Raiders 
L.A. Rams at Buffalo 
Matt    Wasniewski 






































































I Call 1-800-BEG-4-PIXS today and you too can receive an indepth analysis of this week's pro and college games from THE PREDICTORS. 
[The seemingly divine illuminations of Stephanie Swaim, who went 8-2 last week, will amaze you and are sure to hike your winning percent- 
ige into the ionosphere. What would you pay for such insights? $59.95? $39.95? A pair of World Series tickets? Well, hold onto your vinyl 
JMU football seat cushions folks because that's not all. Just for kicks, we'll throw in the advice of Matt "Ginszu" Wasniewski, who has a 
I.644 winning percentage and also finished 8-2 last week. On top of Wasniewski's portents and a free Cubs bumpersticker. well include the 
(often "homer-like," apocalyptic revelations of "Diamond" Dave Washburn. How much would you give? But wait, before you answer there's 
Imore. For extra measure, we'll add the bold and somewhat erratic picks of John "Chia Pet" Craig. Craig finished 6-4 last week, just one 
[behind Dave — just don't pay attention to his ACC picks and you'll do fine. And if all this fails to get you armchair quaterbacks to call now 
[at 1-800-BEG-4-PIXS, then we'll add the 20 Greatest Hits of Country Boy Terry Bradshaw. the official music of the Breeze predictors. 
Iwe'll even throw in wisdom from last week's 8-2 predictor Jim Lock and thoughts from this week's guest Joe Myers the JM's Bouncer. 
You Zoom, You Crop, 
You Frame... 
Make your own 
enlargements in minutes 
It's the most revolutionary new idea in 
the business and it's here in our store at 
the new Kodak Create-A-Print 35mm 
enlargement center You zoom, crop, 
:fid trame in vertical or horizontal com- 
positions you see on a video screen—so 
you know the results before you actually 
make the print And you do it all in about 
five minutes, right here in the store. 




3imm ENLARGEMENT CENTER 
Available at: Also visit: 
PHOTO 
SUPPLY 








Johnwayne, the long hair 
specialist, and Anissa, the 
stylist and nail technician, 
would like to invite everyone 
in to experience the new 
HOT HAIR MOODS 
for 
HAIR LOOKS 
434-1617 624 Hawkins Street Harrison burg. VA 
GREEN SOUTH MAIN LAUNDRY 
1596 S. Main Street (Mick or Mack Complex) 
Our Family Is happy to provide the best coin laundry possible. 
Modern— Clean — Lowest Prices — Best Value 
OUR FEATURES HAVE VALUE! 
38 washers • 22 new, modem American 
computerized dryers • Digital readout shows time 
and temperature • Accepts dimes & quarters • 
Controlled Atmosphere for Year round comfort • 
Cable TV • Lounge & Snack area • Restroom • 
Coin changer • Plenty of folding area • Soap vending 
machine • Plenty of Hot Water • Attendant on Duty 




(10 mln. for 25€) 
Convenient Hours: Daily 6am - 930pm 
Last toad 8:45pm         433-1566 
I 
v 
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LrJ -A MWID t\m ciDTHinc ouucr ' (INK CI MG OUUtl"
7229 S. Main St., Harrisonburg 
Dukes Plaza. 433-BARN 
r LEVI'S COUPON / 
I      505 UN WASH RED TAG ' 
$15.99 
4// first quality merchandise 
HOURS: Monday thru Saturday 10-9 pm 
Sunday 1-6 pm 
VlSft our other location on Rt. 11 South Sale Only At 
| between Winchester & Stephens City Dukes Plaza Store 
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X       • 
Court Square Stitchery 
Duke's Plaza 
Complete   Line  of Counted  dross-Stitch   Supplies 
DMC  Floss -  Over l) 
Danish Flower Th 
Linens &   Aida Cloth in Many 





Duke's  Plaza 
2193  S.  Main  St. 
433-2336 
Mon.Tues, Wed &  Sat: 
10-6 
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PAZAZZ,^ The Partv Source 
Halloween Headquarters 
Rental Costumes Halloween Party Decorations 
Costume Accessories Halloween Tableware 
Spotswood Valley Square        _        OpenMon-Fri 10am-9pm 
(Kroger Shopping Center)   433-0900 Sat 10am-7pm 
&XIMH/T'" steel 
% belted radial. 
^Outstanding all weather traction. • Aggressive all-season 
tread design tor 
excellent traction in 
all-weather conditions 
. Low rolling resistance 
saves tuel 
• Wide block tread 
FOR SIZE gives outstanding 
P 155/80 R 13      handling 
Heishman's 
BLUE RIDGE TIRE, IMC 
• Alignment • Brakes • Shocks • Batteries 
• Tune-ups •Mufflers «Fuel savers • 
E. Market at Furnace Rd.  Phone 434-5935 
$572Q 




Tour ore Slraiqht Talk TirP Dealer. 
XVXXXJCOOOOI 
"it   _.       X   xxx» 
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THE 
OUTDOOR L) < 
PLACE 
Over 20 Yrs Experience 
PARENTS'WEEKEND CELEBRATION 
!M Sjp<g<£Mls 
Rossignol STS -      reg. $340 
Rossignol4S   -        reg. $430 
NOW $209 
NOW $289 
Ski packages as low as $349 
including skis, boots, bindings & poles! 
«*■' ! ' " ■■——.■■ ■■ ■ Ml.lffl^ 
PLUS 
Armani Ski Sw&$> 
Sat. & Sun. 
Buy or Sell Used Ski Equipment 
Call for Details 433 - 8857 









1560 S. Main Street 
0 
^   Garden Deli * 
Let Us Cater Your^ 
Parents and Friends 
• Deli Trays 
• 5 foot Subs 
Vegetable Trays 
0 
Parents and Friends 
Weekend Special 
5 foot Ham & Swiss 
$44.00    * 
Three Days Notice on 5 foot Subs Please 
Vwwxwwww 
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BUSINESS 
Speaker points out attitudes for success 
By Valarie Jackson 
statt writer  
Having the right atiitudc and ihe right aptitude are 
important for success, an executive of the nation's 
second-largest specialty jewelry retailer said. 
Frank Schmidt, vice president and general manager 
of Kay Jewelers, spoke Tuesday as part of the 
College of Business Executive Lecture Scries. The 
program, in its sixth year, is designed to promote 
interaction between JMU and the business 
[community. 
"Unfortunately, we live in a society that offers 
I instant success . . . instant gratification, instant 
reward and instant change," Schmidt told a 
Standing-room-only crowd in Anthony-Seeger 
Auditorium. 
"Graduating at an outstanding institution like 
certainly prepares you for success in life, but 
3u still need to ask yourself, What am I willing to 
crificc for success?'" 
JJSchmidt said that not only will companies give 
Students the knowledge and skills to do the job, but 
they also will give them the opportunity to prove 
themselves. 
He added that success depends more on "going the 
utra mile" than on "being at the right place at the 
ight time." 
"I will venture to say that 5 percent of us in this 
[room today will ever be rich and powerful," Schmidt 
■said, "and those of us who are going to be in that 5 
[percent aren't always going to be in the right place 
| at the right time. 
"Some people are always winners. They seem to 
overcome obstacles and adversities to win at 
whatever they try. People who are not winners tend 
to attribute winning to such factors as luck, 
advantage, influence, and they ignore the ingredients 
of success that I say go into a winning formula." 
Schmidt attributed the difference between winners 
and losers to levels of determination and hard work. 
He mentioned the people who founded Federal 
Express, Domino's Pizza and Apple Computer, Inc. 
Frank Schmidt 
Staff photo by VASHA HUNT 
1 as examples of individuals who reached their goals 
through hard work. 
"People who do great things start with great ideas, 
but they don't stop there," he said. "These founders 
worked fearlessly in the face of terrific opposition 
and competition." 
Before explaining the ingredients of success, he 
described four types of people found in the business 
world: the "outright losers," the "just cnoughcrs," 
the "plateauers" and the "extra milers." 
His description of the "outright loser" was short 
and to the point. 
"Outright losers are those who give less than 
enough and just serve time. They don't last very 
long in the business world," he said. 
Schmidt said "just enoughers" are "only one step 
above the losers." 
"In today's competitive marketplace, just enough 
is not enough," he said. "Any slight miscalculation 
or outside event can make you a loser overnight." 
The "plateauers," Schmidt said, arc those who 
succeed, then coast and are satisfied with occasional 
success. 
"They fail to understand the importance of 
momentum," he said. "You waste tremendous time 
and energy every time you allow yourself to coast 
downhill... you must exert extra effort to get back 
up." 
The "extra milers" were characterized by Schmidt 
as the "winners in today's world." These folks realize 
that success is no accident and that it occurs "on 
purpose and with purpose," he said. 
"If you analyze the lives of great leaders, great 
successes and winners, you will discover that they 
arc 'extra milers'," Schmidt said. 
He said that to go the extra mile, you must adopt 
a positive attitude, take positive action and take 
positive control of your destiny. He emphasized the 
importance of doing all three. 
"Positive attitude without positive action is 
simply wasted energy," he said. 
Those who go the extra mile should not be afraid 
to fail, Schmidt added. 
"To the 'extra miler,' the only failure is to stop 
trying," he said. "Sure, failure is painful, but it's not 
fatal." 
New people entering the work force should exceed 
the goals stated in their first job description, he said. 
"Fortunately, in the business world, you have the 
opportunity to set goals — [goals] to be better, to 
do better," he said. 
"You are graduating from one of the finest 
universities in the country," Schmidt said. "Upon 
graduation you have an edge ... but you must first 
lake advantage of these resources." 
Food for thought: Where to take the folks to eat 
It's back — Parents' Weekend and all its 
multitudinous madness. Five million people on 
campus. Everyone it in your face. Cars parked in 
your dorm's TV lounge. You're tired. You're hungry. 
You need somewhere to eat, and P.C. Dukes just 
isn't going to cut the mustard.  Where do you turn? 
Well, you've obviously turned to the right place, 
because we've compiled a brief listing of some of 
the cool joints where your parents can take you to 
eat over the weekend— we've only listed a few, but 
remember that there are many other excellent places 
to go. Let your fingers do the walking through the 
Yellow Pages for a veritable plethora of fun-filled 
and enjoyable restaurants to fill the weekend's meal 
slots. 
Belle Meade Restaurant (434-2367) 
Located on South Main St., the Belle Meade 
Restaurant offers a selection of steaks and seafood, 
with weekend buffets of seafood on Fridays and 
Prime Rib on Saturday. Dinner prices range from $8 
to $14, and hours are from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. every 
day. Reservations will be taken for Saturday, but for 
on Friday. 
Captain   Graham's   Seafood   Restauran 
(434-4023) 
Located at 885 East Market St., Captain Graham's 
offers a selection of fresh boiled, steamed or fried 
seafood, with nightly specials, salad bar and a 
weekend seafood buffet. 
Blue Stone Inn & Restaurant (434-2367) 
Located on Rt. 11 nine miles north of 
Harrisonburg, the Blue Stone offers a selection of 
steaks and fresh seafood. Beer and wine are served as 
well. Meals run anywhere between $10 and $14, and 
hours are from 4:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Sun.-Fri., 
and 4 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. on Saturday. Reservations 
are needed for parties of 6 or more. 
Mr.  Gatti's  Pizza   (433-0606) 
Located in the Cloverleaf Shopping Center, Gatti's 
features a $4.99 lunch and dinner buffet of pizza, 
spaghetti and desserts. Hours are from 11 a.m. to 10 
p.m. Sun.-Thurs., and 11 a.m. to midnight Fri.-Sat. 
JM's Pub  and  Deli  (433-8537) 
Located just across from campus at 1(K)7 S. Main 
St., JM's offers deli sandwiches, pitas, salads, subs 
and desserts. Hours arc trom 10 to 2 a.m. every day. 
I.'Italia   Restaurant  &   Lounge  (433-0961) 
Located two blocks west of 1-81 on Rt. 33 East, 
I Italia features a selection of steaks, pasta, sealed, 
chicken, veal and other gourmet entrees. Hours arc 
from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. Fri.-Sat. and 11 a.m.-lO 
p.m. Tues.-Sun. 
The  Little   Grill   (434-3594) 
Located at 621 N. Main St., The Little Grill 
serves up a variety of sandwiches, daily lunch plate 
specials and breakfasts. Dinner prices range from 
$5.25 to $8.95, and hours are 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
from Mon.-Thurs., 7 a.m. to midnight Fri.-Sat., and 
9 a.m. to midnight Sunday. 
See GUIDE page 27> 
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SALLY BEAUTY SUPPLY 
Here's an example of your savings when 
you pick up a Sally Beauty Supply... 
DISCOUNT CARD 
Item • Regularly $3.50; with discount card is $1.99 
Ask The Experts  
Spotswood Valley Square 
1790 E. Market St. 433-3884 
IN CELEBRATION OF THE 
2ND ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL ^H        r"^ 
CULTURE WEEK, jM      ^^      ^ 
THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD ^r^           k 
PRESENTS A NIGHT WITH ^m 
DAVID AIKMAN V           Jk 
ON ^m *#•• r^\ 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 11 AT 7:30 P.M. 
\      ii..'.tfr J^5.1 
IN THE PC. BALLROOM. MR. AIKMAN 
ISA 
TIME MAGAZINE CORRESPONDENT Sk      M 
WHO COVERED THE STUDENT ^*^4r 










Beat Towson State! 
1820 South Main Street   •   434-3611 
Anderson Brothers 
Serving James Maiiscr. University 
K**J 
mm, itmllliiiiihTrr 
PSl    «M«U*UTV pi unm mm l^yxxwrwAcJ^ i hi in  IM 
wVheatley iVlotor 4^ar Company 
PONTIAC¥ £^fe(g)   OLDSMOBILEffl  EJjgTRUC=K :¥ <6tMacfajh SMOBILE 
Jeep |3 Eagle 
South Main St    Harrisonburg,  VA 703-434-1361 VADLR 
Guide  
> (Continued from page 25) 
Lloyd's Steak House (434-9843) 
Located at 2455 S. Main St. on U.S. 11, Lloyd's 
offers charbroiled steaks, fresh seafood and house 
specialties like chicken and barbequed ribs. Saturday 
night from 5 to 8 p.m. Lloyd's will feature an 
all-you-can-eat Parents' Weekend buffet for $11.95. 
Prices range from $6.95 to $10.95 for most meals 
and $16.95 to $18.95 for steaks. Lloyd's is open 
from 11:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. Sun.-Thurs., 11:30 
a.m.-10p.m. Friday, and 3 p.m.-10 p.m. Saturday. 
No reservations will be taken this weekend. 
Luigi's   Pizza   (433-0077) 
Located at 1059 S. High Street, Luigi's features 
sandwiches, pizza, salads and a variety of Italian 
specialties. The restaurant is open from 11 a.m. to 
11 p.m. Sun.-Thurs., and from 11 a.m. to midnight 
Fri.-Sat. 
Massanutten Village (289-9441) 
Located on Highway 644 in McGayheysville, 
Massanutten Village serves steak, chicken and 
seafood. There is brunch Sunday from 8 a.m. to 2 
p.m. Prices range from $6.95 to $13.95, and the 
restaurant is open from 5 to 10 p.m. every night. 
Mosby's Mill (434-6243) 
Located at 20 W. Mosby Rd., Mosby's cooks up 
seafood, steaks, ribs and Cajun specialties: Dinners 
average about $8.95. The restaurant is open 
Tues.-Thurs. at 11:30 a.m. and stops seating at 9:30 
p.m., Friday at 11:30 a.m. and stops seating at 9:30 
p.m., Saturday at 4:30 p.m. and stops seating at 
I 9:30 p.m., and Sunday at 11:30 a.m. and stops 
seating at 9:30 p.m. 
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O'Toole's Roadhouse Restaurant 
(433-5151) 
Located at 2061 Evelyn Byrd Ave., O'Tooles 
offers a wide variety of appetizers, sandwiches, 
pastas, salads and entrees. Prices range from about 
$5.95 to $12.95 for entrees, and the restaurant is 
open daily from 11 a.m. to 2 a.m. 
Pargo's Spirited Foods (433-5000) 
Located at 1691 E. Market St., Pargo's features 
appetizers, salads, quiches, burgers, sandwiches and a 
variety of entrees. Prices range from $1 for an 
inexpensive appetizer to about $11 for a higher 
priced entree. Sunday brunch is from 10:30 a.m. to 
2 p.m. and costs about $7.50. 
Peiking's Gourmet  Restaurant 
(432-9898) 
Located at 1790-96 E. Market St., Peiking's offers 
a selection of Mandarin, Hunan, Szechuan and 
Taiwan cuisine, with lunch buffets and specials for 
lunch and dinner. Hours are from 11:30 a.m. to 11 
p.m. Mon.-Thurs., 11:30 a.m. to midnight on 
Fri.-Sat., and   11:30 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Sunday. 
Shoney's Restaurant (434-2626) 
Located on Rt. 33 East, Shoney's serves a variety 
of family-style entrees, from soups and salads to 
seafood dinners. This week's specials include a steak 
and shrimp dinner, charbroiled shrimp and other 
seafood plates. Entrees range in price from about 
$3.75 to $5.99. The restaurant is open from 6 a.m. 
to 11 p.m. Sun.-Thurs., and 6 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
Fri.-Sat. 
Spanky's Delicatessen (434-7647) 
Located at 60 W. Water St., Spanky's offers a 
variety of deli-style sandwiches, as well as soups, 
salads and appetizers. Prices range from about $2 to 
about $5.95, and this week is Oktoberfest, featuring 
special sandwiches like the Oomp da da. The 
restaurant is open from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m. daily. 
Valentino's   (432-6333) 
Located on N. Main St. next to Glen's Fair Price, 
Valentino's features a complete menu of Italian 
items, from appetizers and salads to sandwiches and 
entrees. Prices for entrees range from about $6 to 
$11, and the restaurant is open Mon.-Sat. from 11 
a.m. to 2 a.m. 
The   Village  Inn  (434-7355) 
Located on Route 11 across from the fairgrounds. 
The Village Inn is a family-style restaurant featuring 
chicken and beef dishes. Entrees average about 
$8.95. The restaurant offers a breakfast buffet from 7 
to 9:30 a.m. Mon.-Fri. for $4.55; Saturday the 
brunch lasts until 10 a.m. Jhd costs $4.95. The 
Village Inn is open for dinner from 5:30 to 9 p.m. 
Mon.-Sat. 
Yee's   Place  (434-3003) 
Located at 1588 S. Main St., Yee's offers Chinese 
food ranging in price from $4.75 to $15.95. The 
restaurant is open from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
Mon.-Thurs., 11 a.m. to midnight Friday, noon to 
midnight Saturday, and 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Sunday. 
33ack Poor Jritndi 





Lots oflocatty made items 
A targe selection of craft suppCies 
Open Mouse fri. Oct. 13 & Sat. Oct. 14 
tR§.freshmmts and (Door Prizes! 
Lou of 'wmfo it, ufo W uSks 
Si- £ 'Burgess 'Rpad 
"HarnsonburB.VA 22801   'BesideShowys        434-4907 
fVee'S 
EXCELLENT CHINESE FOOD 
WE MAY NOT BE THE BIGGEST, 
BUT WE'RE THE NICEST!! 
Your Pharmacy Away From Home 
434-8650 
student charges accepted   <nnt mm 9 r 1021 S. Main St. (Beside JM's) 
We Are Taking Reservations for 
Parents' Weekend and 
Homecoming 
Legal Beverages Banquet Room 
Carry-Out Szechuan Cuisine 
Luncheon Buffet Cantonese Cuisine 
Sunday Buffet 
1588 S MAIN ST. FOR DELIVERY, 
HARRISONBURG, VA PHONE 434-3003 
FOR RESERVATIONS, & WELL WOK-N-ROLL 
PHONE 434-4653 TO YOUI 
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COMICS 
CALVIN AND HOBBES Bill Watterson    RUBES ■Leigh Rubin 
Y£S.' ITS..57WWBW8' 
MAN.'  FRIEND OF 
FREEDOM/  OPPONENT OF 
OPPRESSION.'   LOVER OF 
GREW MOONS OF M-ITER.' 
CM.1M (STVPENMS MAMS 
G1EAR0LD ALTER ESO~) HAS 
THREE PASES OF BOWNG 
HOMEWORK TO READ.'   ITS 
ALTHOUGH SWnNMS MAN 
COULD EASILY READ THE 
ASSIGNMENT Y41TH STUPENDOUS 
UIQJ-SPEEPVISION. THE 
MASKED MAN OF MIGHT HAS 
A &LDER PLAN.' 
WTW STUPENDOUS POWERS 
OF REASONING. THE CAPED 
COMBATANT COHCUflS THtRE'S| 
NO NEED FOR HOMEWORK IF 
THEBES NO SCHOOL JDMOKROto.' 
A BLINDING BOLT OF BLAZING 
CRIMSON CAREENS ACROSS 
THE SKT' ITS snrf/ifws 
MAN' 
SECONDS LATER, THE AMAZING 
MARVEL ALIGHTS UPON AN 
OBSERVATORY. TELESCOPE 
AT MOUNT PALOMA.R.' 
WITW STUPENDOUS STRENGTH 
sme&m MAM CAREFULLY 
UNSCREWS THE GIANT r_ 
LENS... 
SWtmXk MAM CIRCLETS 
TUE EARTH WITH A  200- 
INCH  TELESCOPE  LENS.' 
ALIGNED  PERFECTLY 
WITH THE SUN,  THE 
MAGNIFYING LENS FOCUSES 
THE TERRIBLE SOLAR. 
ENERGY. 
... AND FURIES A CERTAIN 
ELEMENTARY   SCHOOL 
CLEAN OFF THE MAP.' 
NOW MILD MANNERED CALVIN 
HAS NO NEED TO DO HIS 
HOMEWORK EVER AGAIN.' 
LIBERTY  PREVAILS.' 
No suites for m<j     . they'll rum my diet!' 
Columbus discovers America 
scuz -Bob Whisonant 
OfJce AGAlkl,-fUR.ou<5H-mPOOj£/i 
OF A riODERM EDUC4T/0AJAL. 
5Y57BM, THIS YOUAK, n/vJ CAM 
tXPAHb HIS HW, IMC*£A5£ 
HIS INTELLECT, AND 6K0ADEAJ 
yrs noxrzo/js 
CJHAT EA/LKMTEHrtEMr CJIUU 
HE fi£CEI\£ 7&COT? U)HAT SORT 
Cf tNFOmRTK*) VIU.HF. L&WJ? 
UHAT UJITTV AjJECCCm MU. HIS 
TEACHER SAY?HE IS f*06A6Vl 
ITCHING IMTH AWtctPATlOfiJ, 
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MOTHER GOOSE AND GRIMM Mike Peters   THE FAR SIDE—Gary Larson 
tSNTIHGMATeRim? 
TWSlSASTATefHRK. 
H&& filLTHE TFee6 
we PROTecTe* 
Sixty-live million years ago, when cows ruled 
the Earth. 
THE BIG CHEESE" Fred Barrett 
TtcKer. 7 
ft^NWHlLt. 
VvMATSTHAT  Sou^r TB*I»'V'/ 
UP T>G. tfeflP-ifc/V'? 
W€<.1_,*Uru>iT** Wroivr. Tltfc 
Cot+st(HJCtle?N SHOUt© APftAK 
PAR£*n   W"«*».     ANVTMl/Y* 
A/ar fiN.wtr wiu. St Cavtmto 
"'"'bo DvtfS ****• T |    WUtVT f Hf««»»*f  ON TM« 0£ST 0CNAVI0*. IMACiVAOi.fr I WE«M   P«f«,T/6lOf5 SCM««i.| it^i fto/t IT[ 
6Y "P*ff WAy   Wrwvrt 
NfXT OA/ /~   flVLK 
v*Hy Do I   IV) T**"** 
Li« -TM/s TO /*ysnf 7 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
1 BR Apt. On Dutchmlll Court - Snort leases available 
Very ellirieit. 4 blocks Irom campus. Quiet. $315. 
434-2100. 
Ashby Crowing - Male roommate needed lor Spring 
semester. 433-9742. 
Spring Semester - 2 BRs available at Hunter's Ridge. 
Fully lurnished. Females only. Call Kris, 434-3385. 
Room For Rent - Spring/Summer 1990. Hunters 
Ridge. Alex. 432-5599.  
Sublet - Okie Mill Village, starting March 3. Contact 
Sharon, 434-7109. 
Madison Manor - Fufty lumrshed with lireplace 
$170/mo., 1 or 2 roommates needed Available now! 
433-3517. 
3 BR, 2 Bath Condo at University Place. $175/shgje - 
negotiable. Call now, 433-7648 or collect (518)439-5093. 
Think Spring - Outgoing? Well-organized? Promote 4 
escort our Florida Spring Break trip. Good pay 4 fun. 
Call Campus Marketing. (800)423-5264. 
Apple Macintosh SEV20 wrlh 1 MB RAM * 20 MB Hard 
Disk. Little use, $2,400. Day 298-4810, evening 
433-1034. 
Piccolo - Good condition. $200. Becky. 433-8034 alter 
7 pm. 
1988 VW Jetta GL - Silver with Audi blue interior, 1.8 
SOHC, Alpine, Alpine Port. Phone. Must sell, costly 
maintenance ol my Mercedes 190E, $9,400. Call Bobbie 
Dorr, x5832.  
4 Year Old, 4 Ft. Long Burmese Python - 50 gal. tank, 
lid, water dish, climbing wood included. $200. 249-3033, 
great deall  
RX-1181 Home Pioneer Stereo included with Audio 
Rack. 150 watt speakers, 110 watt per channel. 
4332554. ^  
Bedrock Cale - Yabba Grabba Brew shirts are 
available Saturday in the PC Ballroom Irom 8 am until 2 
pm. 
Lots O Skis, Boots, Bindings, Poles & Other Ski 
accessories at the Ski Swap. Saturday, 8 am - 5 pm in 
WCC Room B. 
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING, PLUS 
RAISE UP TO $1,700.00 IN ONLY TEN DAYS!!! 
Student groups, fraternities 4 sororities needed lor 
marketing proiect on campus. For details plus a 
FREE GIFT, group officers call 
(80O)95W472, Ext. 30 
Market Discover Credit Cards On Campus. Flexible 
hours. Earn as much as $10/hour. Only 10 positions 
available Call (800)950-8472, ext. 3. 
Campus Representative/Organization To Promote 
Spnng Break trip to Daylona Beach, Fla. Earn extra 
money, free trips while gaming valuable business 
experience. Call Kurt with Travel Associates at 
(800)558-3002.  
Spanky's - Now hiring suitable applicants lor the 
lollowing areas: Deli help, servers & dishwashers. 
Please come fin out an application in person. Weekdays 
before   11   am or  after 2  pm. 60 W.  Water St., 
Harrison burg. 
Spring Break 1990 - Individual or student organization 
needed to promote our Spnng Break trips. Earn money, 
free trip 4 valuable work experience. Apply now! Call 
Inter-Campus Programs, (800)327-6013. 
Overseas Jobs - $800-2,000/mo, summer, year-round, 
all countries, all fields. Free info. Write UC, P.O. Box 
S2-VA04, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625. 
A Prestigious National Assn. seeking field reps, full- & 
part-time. Excellent opportunity for college students. 
Income potential $500 4 more/week for part-time. 
Benefits. Immediate openings. Call Butch Brame at 
(800) 234-4252. 
Easy Work! Excellent Pay! Assemble products at 
home. Call for inlormalion. (504)641-8003, ext. 411. 
Home Typing - Call 432-1975 after 230 pm. 
Word Processing - Disks saved 6 mos., etlicient, call 
234-8863. 
Horizon Sure Tan is your professional tanning center. 
Both UVA 4 UVB rays. Phone 434-1812 or stop by 1106 
Reservoir St 
Valley Auto Glass - For insurance-approved, mobile 
service call 432-0949.  
Battery Supply - Brand-name quality at wholesale 
prices. Call 434-5155.  „^____ 
Typing/Word Processing - Prolessonal work. Call 
432 9076.  
Become A CertHted Scuba Diver - Weekend classes 
available Oct. 21 & 22 4 Nov. 4 4 5; Dec. 2 & 3 & Dec. 
9 & 10. Call Kathy's Scuba lor details & registration. 
433-3337.  
Oak Manor Farms - instruction in hunter equitation. 
Boarding, schooling, sales. 15 minutes from campus. 
Call Mrs. Ehle at 234-8101 lorinlo. ___ 
Word Processing - Quick, reliable, reasonably priced, 
JMU student. Call Mark, 433-9235. 
Freshman Parking - Parking spaces available, located 
above Bell Hal. 433-2126.        ^^___^_ 
Professional Typist - $l.20/page.CallBrenda, x2452. 
Learn To Scuba Dive - Call Kathy's Scuba lor info. 
433-3337. ^^^___ 
Have Beauty, Will Travel - Home Salon Services lor 
your convenience. Days/evenings available. 
Appointments, call 434-5379. Ask about October 
specials 
Enthusiastic, Responsible College Students with 
Type I diabetes to serve as volunteer counselors at 
statewide lamily retreat sponsored by the Amencan 
Diabetes Assn. Call Jen, x4450 lor more inlo.  
Female Vocalist - With guitar ability lor acoustic duo 
with JMU performer. Play all new lemale venues (and 
mine). Kenny, 433-6974. 
Get $ For Your Used Ski Equipment 4 accessories at 
the Ski Swap. Bmg consignments to WCC Rm B, Fnday 
6 pm - 10 pm or anytime Saturday 8 am - 5 pm. 
Questions? Call 433-5243. 
m 
mm mmsoaKm'i 
How To Place A Classified Ad - Classified ads must 
be in writing 8 must be paid in advance. The cost is 
$2.50 lor the first 10-word increment, $2 lor each 
10-word increment thereafter (1-10 words=$2.50; 11-20 
words=$4.50, etc.) Deadlines are Friday noon lor a 
Monday issue; Tuesday noon lor a Thursday issue Also, 
your name 4 phone number must accompany your ad. 
Everything 
Saturday Mystic Den 
Bring Your Parents 
Come and Hear 
Contemporary Gospel Singers 
Parents' Day 
Wilson Hall 
October 14 •    4:30 pm 
I*E - Thanks lor "shooting the worm" Saturday night' 
AIT 
Coma Mast Me on the new deck at Spanky's. 
Interviewing  Etiquette - Wed., Oct. 18, Blackwell 
Auditorium, 5-6. 
Hippy Birthday - Mary Grace Schulz Irom the Eagle 
Hall Staff. 
Bring Your Parents to hear laculty pertorm at Java Hut 
Collee House, 8 pm, Friday, at Wesley Foundation 
(across Irom RMH). Free admission. 
You can be the president. Be presided far the day. $1 
Live Rsggael Mystic Den. Uprising. Oct. 18. 
Kails huge! 
The Water Is Rising! 
Ski Swap - Gear up lor the ski season  cheap1 
X4> - Thanks lor the party. It was awesome! A r 
Everything, Everything, Everything at IN, Fnday the 
13th. BYOB, $2. 
Watch Out Erbu - We're gonna get you! Love. AIT 
Pledges. 
AXfl Pledges - You all are doing great! Keep up the 
good work. Love, The Spirit ol Alpha Chi.'  
Carolina a Sherrie - Nica "Irys." Women's Rugby, UR 
awesomel Get psyched lor Tech. Now. We're 
undeleated, let's stay that way.  
S2L-314 - Thanks lor hitting my car last Wednesday at 
Dukes. Don't worry, you havenl heard the last Irom me 
yet. The Black Z24. 
Gamf - It's not what you're eating, it's what's eating 
youl 
Joanna - What good is a tight scrum without a hooker. 
Get better soon We miss you! Love, WRFC? 
EARTH Members - H you did not get a newsletter this 
week, but would still like to stay on our mailing list, 
please let us know. P.O. Box 4187.  
Mom I Dad - Please take me to Spanky's to eat on the 
new deck. 
Re-stocking Daily For Fall 4 Winter at Barr-ee Station 
next to Kroger. Bring Mom 4 Dad lor additional savings. 
Kim Guarino - Congrats on IX Lil Sis bid. Love, 
Courtney. 
We Know How Important Good Musk Is - Bat Sneeze 
Music Productions. DJs/banoVmanagement 4 recording 
services. Cal Kathy, On-Campus Rep., x5752.  
Get Ready Al" For Parents' Weekend! 
Barr-ee - Ask Gavin! 
Ain Pledges - Congratulations on a great two weeks! 
Continue to work together 8 support the fraternity. It's 
worth it! 
       Sat., OcL 7, Fkttch Strikes- Are all those cars yours? 
Take Your Parents To Church This Sunday - Worship 
at 8:30 or 11 am. Parents' Day reception 9:45 -10:45 at 
Muhlenburg Lutheran. 
Open House Tomorrow At Campus Episcopal Center 
- 9 am -12, open house for students 4 parents. Campus 
Episcopal Center, 995 S. Main, 432-9613. Coffee, 
refreshments. _^___ 
Take Us To Spanky's To Eat. Love, Mom 4 Dad 
Free Scuba Experience - Call Kathy's Scuba lor dates 
4 limes. 433-3337. 
Looking For Miss America! Ladies ages 17-26 
interested in competing in 1990 Miss Virginia Poultry 
Festival Scholarship Pageant call 433-6256 or 434 4332 
Live Reggae! Mystic Den! Uprising. Oct. 18. 
Spring Break - Deluxe "student-only" 5 night cruise 
Irom Tampa to Caribbean (includes all meals) Irom 
$449. Also, organize a small group and go free! Book 
now - space very limited. (800)258-9191. 
It's All Happening on the deck at Spanky's ..this 
weekend.   .^__^__ 
AIT Hopes everyone has a great Parents' Weekend1 
Happy Birthday Heather Handy! Love your AIA Big 
Sis. 
Do Your Parents A Favor. Shop at Barr-ee. 
IX -Get ready to party! AT". 
Dr. Carrier goes to your classes. Be president for the 
day.$1. 
X* Pledges - You can "lean on us" anytimel Alpha 
Gam. 
The   Senas   Is   Finished   &   The   Cubs   Hava 
Lost.. Again. Hold your head up, Chicago, lor you had 
an incredible season. I know youl be back next year. 
You are definitely winners in my eyes. Congratulations 
again! CUB FAN1. 
Laura Himelright - Thanks for being there. Here's to 
more sunsets. 
JMU'S Woman's Cross-Country Team- Good luck at 
State! Go Dukes! Go Holmesl 
Duke Dogs a Top 10 Reasons To Major In Business 
At JMU" shirts on sale Saturday. 8-2, PC Ballroom. 
Friday The 13th is your lucky day. Everything at IN. 
Ski Swap Questions? Call Jennifer or Signy at 
433-5243. 
IN Presents - Everything on Friday. BYOB, Tix $243 
at door. 
Mora Clothes For You-Their Money - Parents' 
Weekend at Barr-ee.  
Get $ For Your Ski Stutl - Get ski stuff cheap at JMU 
Skf Racing Club's annual Parents' Day Ski Swap! 
Molly - Good luck this weekend. Concentrate! I love 
you, Trilly.  
Interviewing Etiquette - Wed., Oct.  18, Blackwell 
Auditorium. 5-6. 
Jeannie Irwin - Have an awesome birthday! Love, Your 
Roommates. 
Spanky's - Just to be there. 
Happiness Is A Good Ruck - Go Madison Rugby. 
Come Out i Support the Patsy Graham Memorial Fund 
when Tri Sigma sponsors BS4M tonight at the Mystic 
Den. 
$Fundraising$ - Is your group in need ol a sure-lire 
project which could raise $thousands$? Call 
(804)973-8425, or write P.O. Box 7164, Charlottesville, 
VA 22906. ^^ 
Deck Out ..At Spanky's.  
ITT Sponsors BS4M - Tonight at the Den. 
Come Celebrate With Us! God so loved the world that 
He did not send a congressional committee; He sent His 
Son. Join our celebration ol the Holy Eucharist every 
Sunday, 5 pm, Campus Episcopal Center, 995 S. Main 
432-9613. 
Collect Your JMU Football & Oktoberfest Mugs Irom 
Spanky's, while supplies last. 
Congratulations - AIT pledges on doing a terrilic job! 
The Ssters. 
Live Reggae! Mystic Den! Uprising, Oct. 18. 
Be president lor the day. $1. Tickets, call Pat x7288. 
EARTH meeting tonight at 5 pm in Miller G31. 
Oktoberfest, Oktoberfest, Oktoberfest - at Spanky's. 
Rock-N-Roll? John Muncy. Nov. 12-15\  
Bryan -1 love my Marine! Forever Yours, Kimberty. 
The Gang At Spanky's invites you lo join in the 
celebration ol the opening ol their new deckl 
John - Thanks lor a great evening at OTootos Friday 
mghi Learning to shag was fun' Let's do it again! 
Donna. 
AXil - We have a lot to look forward tot Keep up that 
spiritl Love, The Spirit ol Alpha Chi' 
Grateful Fred T-Shklt - 'A trip from Bedrock." Call Jim, 
«5406 
Found ■ Pair ol prescription glasses. Black, lound at 
bake sale table in education building. Rynne, 433-190) 
r.\ A wishes al parent* a great weekend! 
S.S5. • I hear blue marks are the rage at lormals this 
year. 
Cuba rub.  
Tracie MM - The secret's out. Thanks for all the abuse 
last week. Try not to be such an obnoxious Ireshman 
next time. 
M«y Bear - 111 wait, no matter how long it takes. I love 
you, Brown Bear. 
Com* Rise Up With Uprising - Live Reggae at the 
Mystic Den on Oct 18. No Joke Productions. 
Sal* At Barr-M Starts Friday - Next to Kroger, 
re-slocking daily. ___^_  
Mom -1 hope you're feeling better, and that the roses 
aren't dead yet. I love you. Your oldest headache. 
Joan Eaton - You are the best little sister, and I'm proud 
to be your big sis! Laurel       ___^ 
Karen Shator, Shannon ScafkM and Megan Floran, 
Congrats on your En little sister bidslZTA  
Gimzu - It's not very ethical to wonder about those blue 
marks. __ 
Jo* - 111 collect the $5 on Friday at 930. You are now 
0-3.1 love chicks. Doc 
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Chip Barcelona • Okay, let's see whether I can really Congratulation* To Beth Kety, J**n SptrMrg * Wm 
"start the process" early Saturday morning. But well pufl Quarino on their EX Little Sister bids. Love. AXH 
through 11 love you. Let's h*ve another great weekend,  
starting tonghtl       Th* Watw H BMIngl  
Alpha Gam Pledge* - We love you! You guys are Ski   Swap   Paiento'   Day   -   Buy   I   sell   sh 
awesome! The best of times has just begun Love, Alpha equipment/accessories! Saturday 8 am - 5 pm. WCC 
Gam. Room B. Gear up cheap! 
Kelly Mewborn - I'm madly in love with you Please call Daniel • Smile Someone loves you. 
me. —— - 1  
Seaduck and Chia Pet • You guys are just a couple 
Daniel- I wonder who'' 
lushes. So there. Love, the "Missing Sophomore." Har     Scott • Gnn like a maniac Someone is crazy about you! 
de har har. It is to laugh.  
Coming won - The Marching Royal Volvos! 
Midterms ■ are we having fun yet? Anyone1 Anyone? 
"She's cute, but she's got that little pin on, so she might 
as well be a guy." 
Scott -1 wonder who, too? 
Jen" - Do cartwheels. Someone triple L's you! 
Jeff - there are some lovesick girts on ths campus, no' 
DanM and Scott - no kidding'' 
Don't bother serenading her ... 
Forget about whispering in his ear... 
A love letter would be a waste of time .. . 
-ay Jft iriglhft! §'®ia<fl a p€f8#mri8 
/? 
Tk c       SPECIALS 
\ rii ^     i FRIDAY & 
. Villa£clnr\_ SATURDAY 
of H.rri,onb«r9 \^J_ 703 434 7355      October 13 & 14 




5:30pm till 9:00pm 
"Specials are served with Salad 
Bar and Vegetable of your choice 
CRAB LEGS       $10.95* 
One and one-half pounds of succulent 
snow crab served with melted butter 
GRECIAN CHICKEN  $8.75* 
Two plump boneless chicken breasts 
marinated with lemon juice and spices, 
then chart/oiled 
>PARENTSWEEKEND EEKE /M 9 
Cool Breeze 
Cyciery 
2185 S. MAIN ST , HARRISONBURG, VA. 
FULL FLEDGED FLORIST and GIFT SHOP 
"iHIAWTOHJ <GOT TOUT! (G<DL© CAMD1T 
* -    <G«a H<DH ©iHf ODD ©M IFtowwrs 
' FRESH CUT ARRANGEMENTS • PLANTS • CORSAGES & 
BOUTONNIERES - REASONABLY PRICED! 
C 
On Campus Delivery 
Accepting all major credit cards. 433 -7789 
20 % Off All 
Clothing and Accessories! 
Get "TheRight Stuff" 
for your bike! 
40 S. Liberty St. .  433-0323 
Bring this ad - valid through Saj10a1_14th___ 
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EXTENDED STORE HOURS 
PARENTS'WEEKEND 
Saturday 9am - 5pm    Sunday 10am - 4pm 
Register daily for drawings 
for FREE merchandise. 
I 
SPECIAL BOOK SALE!!! 
■ 
Overstocks, publishers' remainders, 
selected paperbacks and gift books 
now priced $1/79-12.98 
Come early for special selection 
of books ONLY 19< 
f we accept VISA, Mastercard and FLEX accounts  j 
WELCOME PARENTS!! 
CONVENIENCE STORE 
Open Saturday and Sunday 
9am - midnight 
Headquarters for snacks and beverages 
• Carbo-force Energy Drinks 
• Evian spring water 
• Snappie Apple Crisp, Vitamin Supreme 
• Flavored Perrier mineral water 
• 
...and more trozen foods! 
• Haagen-Daz sorbet and cream $1.99 
• Microwave pizzas $ 1.35 
• Pita stuffs $1.45 
• Shrimp egg rolls, pancakes with sausage, 
bagels, fish sticks, ice cream novelties. 
(we accept VISA, Mastercard and Flex accounts) 
FOUR STAR 
PIZZA 
NOW HIRING DRIVERS 
433 - 3776 
425 N. Main Street 
STORE HOURS: SUN-THURS 11AM-1AM, FRI & SAT  11AM-2AM 
(Sorry, WE DO NOT ACCEPT CHECKS) 
433 ■ 3776 
one coupon 
■        per order 
BIG 12" SUBS 
Roast beef & Cheese 
• Ham & Cheese 
• Italian • Meatball 




■    one coupon 
per order 
One Large 
One Item Pizza 
& Four 16 oz. 
Drinks 
EXPIRES 10/31/89 
We reserve the right to 
limit delivery area. 
Two Large 
One Item Pizzas 
& Four 16oz. 
Drinks 
EXPIJES 10/31/89 
We reserve the right lo 
«mrt delivery orea 
COUPON   ■    ■    | 











One Item Pizza 
& Four 16 oz. 
Drinks 
EXPRES 10/31/89 
We reserve the nght to 
limit delivery area 
COUPON     BH     H     ■ 
Large Deluxe & 
Large Pepperoni 
Pizzas & Four 16 
oz. Drinks 
EXPIRES 10/31/89 
We reserve the right to 
limit delivery area 
433 - 3776 
one coupon 
per order 
Two Big 12" 
Subs   & Two 
16 oz. Drinks 
EXPIRES 10/31/89 
We reserve the right to 
hmrt delrvery orea 
COUPON 
W«VWH   WIWW- 
I 
